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HOW COAST GUARD “INVESTIGATIONS” ADVERSELY AFFECT LOWER-LEVEL
MARINERS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report explains why “lower-level” licensed and unlicensed mariners lost confidence in having
their justifiable complaints treated promptly and thoroughly with respect and objectivity by Coast Guard
personnel who are responsible for investigating their complaints. It accompanies two earlier Coast Guard
Reports (#R-429A & #R-429B) on investigations posted our website.
Mariners continuously watch influential corporate business interests spearheaded by powerful trade
associations, exert undue influence upon the laws and regulations that govern the marine industry. These
incestuous “partnerships” protect their mutual interests with the Coast Guard’s assistance. Year after
year, they pat each other on the back, praise and reward each other ad nauseam as our licensed mariners
toil 84-hour work weeks and unlicensed mariners often work longer. Our “lower-level” mariners are left
with no protection and are assailed by all segments of the lower-level system.
When Congress enacts statutes to protect our “lower-level” mariners in a manner comparable to laws
protecting industrial workers in shoreside industries, our mariners watch the Coast Guard destroy their
effectiveness by ineffective and biased enforcement – a subject of this report.
For the most part, “lower-level” mariners have limited educational backgrounds – usually at the high
school level (grades 9-12) – are trained by the boat owner “on-the-job” rather than with more expensive
formal academic or vocational training, and are actively discouraged from joining a trade union and
engaging in collective bargaining. In fact, employers in the towing and offshore oil industry went to great
expense to discourage them from asserting this basic right of free association. GCMA, as an Association
speaks on behalf of approximately 126,000 lower-level merchant mariners who have no other voice.
Organized labor unions speak forcefully and persuasively for our nation’s upper-level merchant mariners.
We respect them for doing so – and it clearly has been in our nation’s best interest in every conflict from
World War I to the present that they have done so.
The Coast Guard is the nation’s marine police force whose role is to investigate casualties, prevent
pollution, protect the environment, promote safety, protect the homeland – and keep mariners in line.
In this latter function, the local “Investigation Office” at the Marine Safety Unit are supposed to keep
mariners in a safe working environment by enforcing “Administrative Law” through Suspension and
Revocation proceedings, “settlement agreements”, “letters of warning” and similar administrative tools.
They punish corporate violations of law and regulations primarily with Civil Penalties, usually of no great
consequence. This report takes a critical look through the mariner’s eye at these functions. This report
does NOT comment on the separate Coast Guard Investigative Services that quietly investigates serious
criminal transgressions. Coastguardsmen are tasked by our nation to regulate and insure mariners safety.
Yet this intended support is often ignorant, arrogant, and inept. The result is that Coast Guard
mismanagement of our nation’s “lower-level” mariners extends far beyond the local “Investigations”
office and reaches all the way to the nation’s capital.
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day of their working lives in any branch of the commercial
marine industry. Some investigators spent little if any time
afloat on Coast Guard assets that bear little similarity to the
commercial vessels our mariners serve on. Investigators’
assignments bring them from all parts of the country.
Investigators’ ties are to a military organization rather than
to the commercial marine industry. Investigators often have
little first-hand knowledge of the local marine industry in the
area where they serve because of their relatively short tours
of duty. Nor do most investigators experience life aboard
commercial vessels as part of their orientation.
As junior officers or enlisted personnel, investigators
often appear unable or at best hesitant to exercise existing
laws, rules, regulations, or policies to protect mariners
against alleged abuses of their employers or vessel
charterers.
In the eyes of most local Coast Guard
establishments, employers hold a more respected position
than the mariners who work for them. The role of the
employer is to abide by laws and regulations and to keep all
their employees in line. As such, employers are virtual
Coast Guard “partners” and serve as the point of contact
between the Coast Guard and the vessels in their fleets. One
trade Association, the American Waterways Operators, even
has locked in a “partnership” agreement with the Coast
Guard at the Headquarters level. Unfortunately, the Coast
Guard overlooks the shortcomings of this employer-centered
relationship. This relationship often fails to relay important
policies to the licensed mariners serving on the vessels.(1)
Employers’ failure to get the word out to their employees
will become evident in the impending collapse of the new
licensing arrangements for Apprentice Mates/Steersman of
towing vessels five years after these complex regulations
were first introduced. [(1)Explore this problem in depth in
GCMA Report #R-382, Why Our Mariners Don’t Get The
Message on our website.]
Unfortunately, when mariners do confide in Coast Guard
investigators, they often find that the system is unresponsive
and unable to resolve most problems without leaving them
worse off than if they had never sought help.
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[NOTE: We ask our readers to treat the GCMA reports
cited herein and available on our website as an integral
part of this report.]

Investigators Have Their Own Problems
GCMA understands that the Coast Guard “investigators”
have their own internal problems. GCMA posted two
internal studies detailing their problems on our internet
website as GCMA Report #R-429A and GCMA Report
#R-429B.
This report describes a number of specific problem areas
our Association encountered in our work to protect the
safety of as many as 126,000 licensed and certificated lowerlevel mariners. We will seldom touch on the two reports
cited above.

OVERVIEW OF THE MARINE INVESTIGATION
PROGRAM AFFECTING LOWER-LEVEL
MARINERS
Mariner Contacts With Coast Guard Investigators
From the viewpoint of our “lower-level” mariners who
serve in licensed and unlicensed positions on commercial
vessels of less than 1,600 gross register tons, Coast Guard
investigators operating out of local marine safety offices are
seldom seen as the friends of mariners, helpful intermediaries,
or even as people to confide in or to count on. However, when
mariners find themselves caught up in a situation that is in their
opinion unsafe, questionable, or illegal, they may report that
situation to “the Coast Guard.” These matters inevitably are
routed to a local Coast Guard investigator.
Unfortunately, mariners find many investigators do not
have a firm, first-hand knowledge of the local industry they
regulate. Most investigators are outsiders who never spent a

Role of GCMA
GCMA Directors reviewed and commented on many
Coast Guard accident-investigation reports, attended a
number of hearings before Coast Guard Administrative Law
Judges, attended settlement hearings and viewed a number
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wasted paper and often lacks a clear narrative that
thoroughly describes the accident. For example, if a tow of
40 barges grounds and breaks up on the Lower Mississippi
River, there will be scattered information on the number,
owner, tonnage, etc of each barge whether that barge was
damaged or not. Although much of the routine information
is computer-generated, we find little effort is taken to make a
complete or comprehensive report.

of “settlement agreements” reached with mariners. We
determined that the existing system is badly flawed, broken,
and needs to be repaired – and that we were not aware that
any changes were contemplated in a system that appears to
be perfectly content with its performance. We do not claim
to be experts, but we see our mariners as victims that are
often hurt and seldom helped by the existing system.
GCMA may be one of the Coast Guard’s “best
customers” for FOIA requests for accident reports as our
files contain well over 600 reports of accident investigations.
Our “lower-level” mariners requested most of this material –
often to confirm accidents they witnessed, heard about, or
discussed with other mariners. However, our Association’s
interest in this material is to identify safety items pertaining
to our mariners from which we can draw lessons our
mariners can profit from or that can improve safety
regulations if accurately presented in our Newsletter or
Research Reports.
Our mariners are unique in that they have daily access to
our nation’s waterways – often greater access than the Coast
Guard. In many cases, they can relate valuable first-hand
information of events that occurs on the waters they traverse.
Mariners often call upon GCMA to report unsafe conditions
or illegal activities to maintain their anonymity – although
we encourage direct communication with the authorities. In
many cases, mariners specifically ask GCMA to report these
conditions or actions to the Coast Guard in the context of
other related events. When GCMA makes a report, the
information becomes available in writing for the purpose of
establishing a “paper trail” for investigators to follow.
Although the Coast Guard says it “encourages” these
reports, we often find that they either fail to act upon the
information we furnish or fail to let us know whether the
information our mariners provided was useful or not.

Reporting Drug Abuse
One area often “blacked-out” at considerable effort and
expense to the government involves drug and alcohol use.
Drug and alcohol testing is covered by all sorts of heavily
altered paperwork that obscures the basic question of
whether drugs or alcohol were involved.
GCMA believes drug involvement is very important
information. However, it is extremely difficult to ascertain
if drug abuse occurred by examining the final reports we are
furnished.
The information on drug and alcohol
involvement should be readily available in light of the huge
drug problems our mariners report to us. In fact, one of our
Association’s Congressional visits to Washington described
below specifically dealt with drug use on towing vessels.

Drawing Safety Information From Accidents
In the past (e.g., 1960s, 1970s) the Coast Guard often
covered as safety issues one or two accidents or incidents in
Proceedings magazine. These were the days when the Coast
Guard published the magazine in black and white before it
became a “coffee-table” publication. We note that the Coast
Guard revived the tradition in the Summer 2006 issue of
Proceedings and hope it marks a trend.
The accident reports we receive contain a number of
places that are blacked out (i.e., redacted) as required by the
Privacy Act that, while annoying, are often necessary.
However, in some reports, the black-outs (i.e., redactions)
make a narrative almost impossible to follow. In reports
where narratives refer to individuals by generic job title, the
value of the report is significantly greater and minimal
“black outs” are necessary.
The fact that the Coast Guard archives all these accident
reports in Washington and makes them available from one
source clearly promotes public access to public documents.
Local offices are more inclined to respond to requests for
investigative information from “Headquarters” than to
requests submitted by our Association and other members of
the public. With few exceptions, we are satisfied with the
handling of our FOIA requests for accident information.

Investigating Oversize and Overloaded Tows
Licensed towing vessel officers bear the burden of stress
and strain from trying to move oversize and overloaded tows
on the nation’s waterways. In the Eighth District, the Coast
Guard has avoided this issue as if it did not even exist.
GCMA worked on a major project (GCMA Report #R340) dealing with oversize and overloaded tows and
furnished copies to each District Commander and Marine
Safety Office in the District. Many of our mariners call in
when one of these oversized tows slams into a bridge, into
the bank, or damages a shoreside facility. We then request a
copy of the accident report (i.e., a completed CG form 2692)
and a report of the Coast Guard investigation.
Our mariners often are concerned whether the report of
the accident was “truthful” as compared to what they either
know because they saw the accident happen, heard about it
by monitoring their VHF radio, or were told by reliable
sources that the accident occurred.
Some mariners call to report accidents that never are
reported to the Coast Guard. When that happens, we make
inquiry of the local Captain of the Port. However, it may be
months or years (or maybe never) before we obtain an
answer from the Coast Guard after submitting our formal
FOIA request. We also believe the Coast Guard must have
many incomplete accident reports they never close.
There are huge gaps between the information we request
under FOIA and the information we receive. This leads us
to believe that some reportable accidents our mariners see or
know about and report by telephone may:
•never be reported to the Coast Guard by the vessel
owners, OR
•never be investigated by the Coast Guard if they are
reported, OR
•be quashed by companies with persuasive lawyers or who
have inside “connections” with the Coast Guard.

Wasted Paper
The existing system generates a tremendous amount of

Accidents Involving Injuries
Coast Guard Form 2692 also is used to report injuries to
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our mariners. The timely and accurate reporting of personal
injuries to the Coast Guard has been absolutely deplorable
as we detail in our report below and in GCMA Report #R292, Revision 1, Enforcement of Existing Accident and
Injury Reporting Requirements!
We believe the statute (46 U.S. Code §10603) that
requires the owners of uninspected fishing vessels to post an
informative placard on their vessels about reporting injuries
within seven days (etc) also should be extended to apply to
all inspected and uninspected vessels our mariners serve on.

1781. GCMA Files #M-477 & M-574. Excerpts, necessary
rewording, opinions, comments, and emphasis are ours.
Reported in GCMA Newsletters #31 & 45.]
The Uninspected Towing Vessel POLARIS, Official #
270483, was built in 1955 in St. Louis, Missouri – that made
it 50 years on its own before finally being cut up for scrap.
The vessel was 211 Gross Tons (143 Net Tons) and was
93.2 feet in length.
In 2004, ownership of the vessel was transferred from
ACME Towing of Paducah, Kentucky to K. P., Inc of Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. K-P. Inc. acquired the POLARIS along with
two other vessels, the UTV MAMA LERE (Official # 264863)
and the UTV ELIZABETH MARIE (Official # 264533).
¢ (1) of Baton Rouge owns K-P., Inc. However Mr. ¢
was not involved in the day-to-day operations of these
tugs.(2) Mr. ¢ purchased the tugs to lease for operation.
The POLARIS was leased to Viking Marine Transportation
of Chalmette, LA. This lease also covered the MAMA
LERE.
¢ ¢ was the President of Viking Marine
Transportation and leased the vessel from K-P., Inc. Viking
Marine Transportation was operating the vessel at the time
of the sinking. [(1)We marked the information blacked-out
by the Coast Guard by these symbols from the report. These
“black-outs” challenged us to keep the story straight.
(2)
Although the Coast Guard may not recognize the
difference, these vessels are inland towboats, not tugs.]

[GCMA Comment: We ask Congress to establish and
the Coast Guard to enforce effective penalties for failure
to report personal injuries and marine casualties.]
[GCMA Comment:
46 U.S. Code §6308 bars
presentation of certain information obtained by the
Coast Guard in legal proceedings. We ask Congress to
review this statute with an eye making certain
information generated in a Coast Guard investigation
available to better protect our mariners when they are
injured on the job.]
Review the Relationship Between the Coast Guard
and the National Transportation Safety Board
We question the recent Memorandum of Understanding
between the Coast Guard and the National Transportation
Safety Board where the NTSB now wants to see six dead
bodies before it becomes involved in investigating marine
casualties absent other serious safety issues. Unfortunately, this
serves to downplay investigations of most accidents involving
tugboats, towboats, barges, and offshore supply vessels who
have small but often overworked crews. The Coast Guard
demonstrated insufficient concern, for example, in investigating
accidents including sinking, flooding, and capsizing of
uninspected towing vessels for the past thirty years. Our lowerlevel mariners man these vessels – and the analysis of their
accidents was allowed to fall through the cracks.
In this report, we present the reasons for our dissatisfaction
with certain aspects of Coast Guard investigations. This move
by the NTSB diminishes the importance of the safety aspects of
accidents that primarily involve our “lower-level” mariners
serving on small commercial vessels. This further compounds
the Coast Guard’s failure to investigate thoroughly thousands of
uninspected towing vessel accidents over the past three decades
– a fact that clearly is detrimental to our mariners’ safety.
Since “Investigations” covers such a broad area, the
remainder of this report occasionally may go beyond the
boundaries of this overview. We have no axe to grind with
any particular Coast Guard office, and events reported here
generally occurred over the past six-year period.
It is not in our province to fix the system, but we can
note how it is broken in a number of cases we followed and
can comment on the things we observed.

MISLE History of the UTV POLARIS
The POLARIS has a Coast Guard MISLE record going
back to 1987. In October of 1997, the POLARIS was
documented under the name RED MARVEL. In that month,
MSO Paducah issued a Captain of the Port Order (COTP) to
the RED MARVEL. Among the citations in the COTP order
were “...leaks in hull, excessive amounts of slop oil in
bilges, and inadequate fire fighting appliances.’’
On June 1, 2004, MSO Morgan City boarded this scruffy
vessel, now named the POLARIS, and issued another COTP
order. One of the deficiencies listed in this case was that the
vessel was not under the control of an individual licensed for
that vessel. The vessel was also cited for rigging a
submersible pump in the engine room to pump an oily water
mixture directly overboard.
On January 22, 2005, the POLARIS was involved in a
marine casualty where one of the barges the POLARIS was
pushing allided with a bulkhead in MSO New Orleans’ Area
of Responsibility (AOR). Further investigation after the
casualty revealed that the POLARIS was under the control
of an unlicensed individual at the time of the allision. MSO
New Orleans initiated civil penalty action on the owner of
the POLARIS because of this investigation (MISLE Activity
2326400). We have no idea how large this civil penalty was,
or whether it was ever collected, but it apparently was not
sufficient to dissuade the owner of the vessel from manning
the vessel with unlicensed personnel. Two violations of the
same law within a year and a half within a hundred miles of
each other should have raised red flags and sounded alarm
bells. However, the towing industry in the Eighth District
has had perpetual immunity to such scrutiny.

UNINSPECTED MEANS NEGLECTED.
TOWBOAT POLARIS SINKS IN
NEW IBERIA CANAL
[Source: MISLE Activity #2383735, MISLE Case #235164,
June 1, 2005. Release Date, June 22, 2006. FOIA #05-

[GCMA Comment: Civil penalty assignment and collection
is handled at the District level and by a “Hearing Officer”
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in Arlington, VA. Concerned members of the public could
judge the effectiveness of Civil Penalties if their files were
provided with the rest of the investigation report under
FOIA. The Coast Guard stonewalls requests to obtain
further information of this nature under FOIA. We ask
Congress to examine the operation of this office with an eye
to making the process “transparent.”]

of heightened security, we express our concern that the “cast
of characters” found on this particular vessel could continue
to operate without adequate safeguards to protect the
thousands of qualified, trained, and law-abiding mariners
who willingly follow the rules.
The UTV POLARIS Sank on June 1, 2005
According to POLARIS logs for that date, the vessel
arrived in the Port of Iberia at or about 1230 and offloaded
its barges. This was the last logbook entry anyone bothered
to make for the day. The POLARIS logs were handwritten
on unlined computer paper. They did not list such details as
who was operating the vessel or any kinds of drills or
required tests.

Personnel Onboard POLARIS on June 1, 2005
There were four persons on-board the POLARIS on the
night of June 1, 2005. The person at the wheel of the vessel
was ¢ ¢ ¢ who had assumed the identity of his brother who
was issued a Coast Guard License in February of 1995.
¢ ¢ ¢ never had a Coast Guard license of his own. In 1999,
the Coast Guard revoked his brother’s license. The MISLE
activity indicates that the original copy of that license was
destroyed by MSO New Orleans.
On the night of June 1, 2005 ¢ ¢ ¢ was operating the
UTV POLARIS with a forged copy of his brother’s original
license in which the dates had been “”x”-ed over and altered.
The brother is currently in prison for life on double murder
convictions, narrowly avoiding execution for the crimes. It
is unknown how ¢ ¢ ¢ came to possess his brother’s altered
documents. We can only assume that someone in authority
at least asked him about this forgery, but nothing in the
record indicates this ever happened.

[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard fought every
attempt by GCMA to introduce accurate work-hour
records and meaningful logbook practices aboard towing
vessels even though better logbooks have the potential to
improve the quality of information available to
investigators. We invite Members of Congress to consult
our petition and other entries in Docket # USCG-200212581 on the internet that covers this issue in depth.]
According to crew interviews after the accident, the
POLARIS departed the Port of Iberia “light boat” and was to
transit southbound on the Port of Iberia Canal to the
Intracoastal Waterway where it was to pick up a load of four
rock barges. At least that was the extent of the “voyage
plan” – if that is the term for the regulations that the inland
towing industry neatly avoided several years ago.
At or about 2020 that evening, ¢ ¢ ¢ was at the wheel of
POLARIS. The other three crewmembers were in the galley
preparing dinner. At that time, ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ noticed that the stern
was lower than usual. Upon further examination of the aft
lazarette and engineroom ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ noticed a large amount of
water coming into the vessel. Because the flooding had already
progressed into multiple compartments, the source of the
flooding could not be located. ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ alerted other
crewmembers who began rigging a three-inch pump. However,
the pump, once operable, was not effective. ¢ ¢ ¢ was not
immediately notified of the problem while at the wheel. This
would have been a significant oversight on any vessel other
than the raggedy POLARIS.
The vessel’s history shows that the POLARIS was issued an
outstanding deficiency for not having a General Alarm. There
is no record of installation of a General Alarm and the crew
stated that no such alarm was in place. This could have had
serious consequences if the vessel sank in deep waters of the
Atchafalaya or Mississippi Rivers where it often worked.

[GCMA Comment: We believe the “Captain” should
have been arrested on the spot as soon as the forgery was
discovered. Investigators apparently are as ineffective as
the Keystone Cops if they do not have the authority to
arrest or detain wrongdoers. Taxpayers are wasting
money on a system designed to be ineffective.]
On May 24, 2005, ¢ ¢ ¢ applied for a job as a pilot for
Viking Marine Transportation. He provided his brother’s
birth certificate and a copy of his Coast Guard License and
used these documents to obtain a false Louisiana
identification card.
[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard repeatedly warned
companies to accept only original documents when hiring
personnel. They are as ineffective as the Keystone Cops
when they do not or cannot enforce their policies and a
burden to the taxpayers who support them.]
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ was on board the POLARIS serving as an
unlicensed engineer.
Logs sheets obtained from the
POLARIS also indicate that ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ was paid to operate the
POLARIS for 53 days although he did not have a valid
Coast Guard license to do so. At one time ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ did
possess a valid Coast Guard license but it was revoked in
1995 for refusal to submit to a reasonable cause drug screen.

[GCMA Comment: Although the regulation requiring a
General Alarm went into effect June 18, 2004, the
POLARIS was allowed to sail with an outstanding
deficiency and much else wrong with the vessel?]

[GCMA Comment: Homeland security considerations
should dictate that every crewmember
on every
commercial vessel has appropriate credentials.]

At or about 2025, ¢ ¢ ¢ lost power on the bridge and
assumed that the generator had failed. He exited the
pilothouse, at which time ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ told him the vessel was
flooding and possibly sinking. ¢ ¢ ¢ noticed the stern low
in the water and then began to attempt to maneuver the
vessel to the west bank of the canal to shallow water.

There were two unlicensed deckhands on board the
POLARIS. Neither had a prior record with the Coast Guard
and, as deckhands on an inland towing vessel, neither was
required to have a merchant mariner document. In this time
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However, before he could do this, the vessel sank in
approximately eight feet of water at the center of the
channel. As ¢ ¢ ¢ was attempting to back the vessel into
the bank, the POLARIS sank perpendicular to the waterway
effectively blocking the Port of Iberia Canal. This brought
access to many businesses and operations at the port to a halt
and generated considerable local interest in the fiasco.
After the vessel settled on the muddy bottom, the crew
was able to launch a small skiff with an outboard motor.
The crew also had a small boom available. They deployed
this inadequate boom downstream of the vessel to attempt to
control the diesel fuel and oil that was beginning to leak
from the engineroom and vents. In particular, the starboard
side vent was leaking diesel fuel into the waterway. The
boom was not large enough to reach around the entire vessel.
The crew did not attempt to light or mark the POLARIS to
warn approaching vessel traffic. The crew then took the
skiff back to the Port of Iberia.
The crew traveled to MSO Morgan City where a Coast
Guard Investigating Officer interviewed them. At the time
of the casualty, ¢ ¢ , the owner of Viking Marine told the
Investigating Officer that the required drug and alcohol
testing had taken place. This later proved to be false.

crane, the SALVAGE CHIEF, was on scene for the
operation. The plan for salvage submitted to MSO Morgan
City by Coral Marine Services of Amelia, LA indicated that
the plan would be first to lift the vessel off the bottom. Once
the first deck was above the waterline, the salvers planned to
use a six-inch pump to dewater the vessel. They would then
secure and patch any leaks and make the vessel ready for
transport by tow.
Attempts to lift the vessel off the bottom on June 4th were
unsuccessful, and it was determined that the SALVAGE
CHIEF was not rated to lift the vessel.
[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard should have
required additional lifting equipment after reviewing the
salvage plan.]
On June 5th, a second crane arrived on scene to aid in the
salvage. The cranes worked together to lift the vessel at
which time dewatering operations commenced. After
dewatering, personnel were able to begin a visual inspection
of POLARIS and its hull. The investigation report contains
no mention of the vessel owner’s participation in the salvage
efforts – if it even occurred.
Visual inspection of the POLARIS revealed that the
towboat was in an extreme state of disrepair. There was
evidence of deteriorated steel plates both above and below
the waterline. In particular, one approximately 18”x12” hole
was found on the starboard quarter of the vessel. Further
investigation found that someone had attempted to patch this
hole in the hull with a makeshift soft patch. This patch
consisted of boards with rags nailed to the bottom. The
boards were then secured by 2”x4”s. ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ stated he did
not know who installed the patch. Apparently, nobody
pursued that issue so we conclude that the patch was applied
by a benevolent tooth fairy.
There also was evidence of damage to the port side
accommodation space. ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ told the Investigating
Officer that this damage was the result of an allision with a
moored barge while the POLARIS was transiting through
New Orleans in February 2005. There is no evidence that
anyone ever reported this incident to the Coast Guard in
New Orleans. The damage caused a large puncture hole to
the accommodation space covered by a tarp weighted down
with old tires – plainly visible for months.
Enclosure (5) to COMDTINST 16200.3A shows under
“Table 5-A” recommends a maximum civil penalty of
$1,000 for failure of a marine employer to report a marine
casualty in writing to the OCMI in violation of 46 CFR
§4.05-10. Yet in both POLARIS cases – the allision in New
Orleans and the sinking – there is no mention of the Coast
Guard even seeking a minimum civil penalty for failing to
report the accidents.

[GCMA Comment: If a mariner lied to an investigator,
he would lose his license. However, it appears that
“management” can get away with it. They, too, should
have something to lose – but that is not the case under
the existing condition.]
Verbal conversations with ¢ ¢ on June 5, 2005 revealed
that no organized drug testing was completed. However,
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ did submit a sample of his own to Bourgeois
Marine Clinic in Morgan City, LA. The custody and control
form from ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ was shown to the Investigating Officer
on scene for the salvage. Regardless, the Coast Guard
received no evidence regarding any other drug and alcohol
testing for the other POLARIS crewmembers. ¢ ¢ was
asked repeatedly to submit a CG-2692B (Report of
Chemical Testing Following a Marine Casualty but none
was ever received. We assume that this must have raised
some doubts as to his credibility. It is no wonder that the
Coast Guard instituted tough new alcohol testing
requirements for all mariners effective June 20, 2006
because of cases like this one.
At 0430 on June 2, 2005, the Iberia Parish Sheriff’s
Department closed the Port of Iberia Canal to marine traffic and
the Coast Guard issued a Broadcast Notice to Mariners. An
Investigating Officer from MSO Morgan City arrived on scene
at the POLARIS at or about 0600 on June 2nd. The officer
observed the vessel partially submerged and boomed. The
contracted pollution clean-up company AMPOL of Lafayette,
LA was on scene and started containment operations.
Because the vessel was only partially submerged, the
Investigating Officer was able to get on the oily wreck and
do a visual inspection of the bridge. At this time, the Coast
Guard removed the vessel logs, Certificate of
Documentation, and Radio License from the POLARIS for
further investigation.

[GCMA Comment:
This is the matter of simply
following up an accident and demanding a meaningful
and comprehensive report by a given date and promptly
assessing a penalty for non-compliance.]
At a recent TSAC meeting GCMA attended in
Washington, the use of CG-form 2692 was treated by
participants in the meeting as an open joke! GCMA
watched the Coast Guard wave its magic wand when

Salvage Operation of June 4 & 5, 2005
Salvage of the POLARIS began on June 4, 2005. One
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ENSCO failed to report 44 personal injuries to the Coast
Guard that were serious enough for maritime workers to take
to court (as described later in this report). Our mariners
need adequate protection offered by adequate penalties to
ensure that employers report every accident and injury
promptly to the Coast Guard. This recordkeeping at least
should be comparable to that required by OSHA for
shoreside employees.
It is about time that the Coast Guard treated accident and
personal injury reporting as more than a joke. This joke
directly impacts our mariners when they are injured on the
job. It is time to cut the slack for the scofflaw employers.

deterioration from this drydocking appears in photographs
enclosed in the Coast Guard report.

[GCMA Comment: We ask Congress to set a statutory
penalty of $10,000 for an employer who fails to complete
a full and complete written accident report within 5 days
of an accident or personal injury involving treatment
beyond first aid.]

After salvaging the vessel from the Port of Iberia Canal, a
survey revealed that the vessel’s hull was in serious
disrepair. Surveyors located two holes in the bottom of the
hull toward the stern of the vessel. It appears as if this is
where the flooding originated as described by ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ .
Evidence of a makeshift soft patch appeared on the largest
hole. The survey also revealed that the vessel had no
watertight integrity below deck. Wiring for electricity and
cable for the rudder created holes in the bulkheads that
allowed flooding to progress through compartments. This is
quite common on uninspected towing vessels simply
because these vessels do not have to go through the rigors of
a thorough Coast Guard inspection.
This hides
accumulations of unsafe practices by vessel owners
unwilling to spend the money to make proper repairs,
renovations, maintenance, and equipment installations.
On June 10, 2005, the Coast Guard cited the POLARIS for
not having an operable General Alarm or Public Address
System. It is fortunate that all the crewmembers were awake at
the time of the sinking, since no alarm could alert them of any
danger.
There was also evidence of damage to the
accommodations spaces because of an unreported marine
casualty.
Rather than make a proper repair to the
superstructure, the company chose to cover the space with a
tarp and caulk it. According to ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ , the damage to the
space occurred in February 2005, approximately five months
before the sinking. Survey of the vessel also shows that water
entered through holes in the tarp thereby facilitating flooding.
The logs from the POLARIS also show repeated violation
of law and regulation by use of unlicensed individuals as
Masters of the vessel. On these logs, ¢ ¢ ¢ identifies
himself as being on the wheel of the vessel. ¢ ¢ ¢ did not
have any Coast Guard license.
The evidence in this case reveals misconduct on the part
of the crew and the operator of the POLARIS. Management
addressed repeated vessel safety and integrity problems in a
substandard manner that led to the condition under which the
vessel sank. The crew knowingly violated regulation in
relation to operation without proper documentation. Civil
Penalty violations were filed against the lessee of the
POLARIS, but ¢ ¢ passed away in an auto accident on
September 21, 2005. The Coast Guard initiated civil penalty
action against ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ for unlicensed operation.
On June 1, 2005, the UTV POLARIS, owned by Viking
Marine Transportation, discharged 3,000 gallons of diesel
fuel into the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, a navigable
waterway of the United States, in a harmful quantity in that
it created a sheen of oil on the water’s surface. The incident
occurred because of the vessel sinking due to the failure of

[GCMA Comment: The Investigation Office may lack
the knowledge of vessel construction and maintenance
held by the Inspection Department suggesting that better
coordination might produce better investigations.]
[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard will need to train
and deploy additional personnel to inspect over 5,200
towing vessels. Thorough training and apprenticeship
takes time to accomplish.]

Conclusions
The POLARIS was a vessel in substandard condition
when it left the Port of Iberia on June 1, 2005.
(“Substandard” is a euphemism for vessels that do not have
to meet enforceable inspection standards. GCMA and the
Coast Guard both knew POLARIS was in deplorable shape
before it ever arrived in New Iberia.) Prior MISLE history
and on-scene inspection after the sinking show a repeat
pattern of violations of law and regulation to ensure safety
of life at sea. GCMA questions why nothing effective was
done to curb the rogue operations of an unreliable outlaw
towing company.
Prior to the POLARIS sinking, further evidence surfaced
that the vessel was in a state of disrepair. After the
POLARIS sank, Captain£ , a licensed towing vessel Master
who worked on POLARIS a year earlier, submitted a written
statement to the Coast Guard. It appears that on June 3,
2004 (a year earlier) Captain £ began work on the
POLARIS. From his own logs, he explained on June 9,
2004, he was relieving the watch when he noticed an
unusually large amount of water in the lower engineroom –
in fact, water was up to the deck plates. When Captain £
alerted the officer on duty, he was told that a wooden plug
had likely worked out. This statement is perfectly logical
since the Coast Guard did not have the job of inspecting the
hulls of “uninspected” towing vessels for at least the past 33
years. On that same date, a diver came to the vessel and
installed a soft (sandwich) patch consisting of two steel
plates, all-thread, and rubber gasket. (Could the same diver
be the benevolent tooth fairy that patched POLARIS with
2”x 4”s a month before it sank?)
[GCMA Comment: Congress should authorize a penalty
for any person making unapproved and unreported
repairs of this nature to an inspected vessel. Congress
authorized the inspection of towing vessels in September
2004 and such a prohibition should be included in new
Coast Guard inspection regulations.]
As stated previously, the Coast Guard boarded the
POLARIS on June 10, 2004 and issued a COTP order. As a
result, POLARIS went into dry dock in November 2004 to
repair holes in the bottom of the hull. Evidence of hull
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the bottom plating of the vessel’s hull in which holes were
patched improperly with boards and rags. The responsible
party reportedly conducted the site cleanup.

location. In addition, when a doubler is attached to deficient
plating, its very presence creates a discontinuity, which may
induce rather than prevent a structural failure. Additionally,
where doublers have been used, they tend to proliferate as
randomly-plated patches which often serve only to cover up
the deficiencies which would otherwise indicate the true
condition of the hull.
“(2) Doublers may properly be used to provide local
reinforcement at hatch corners, overboard discharges, sea
chests, mast, or kingpost foundations, etc. They also may be
used in accordance with approved plans in the form of
strapping fitted to increase the hull girder strength and
stiffness. Where so used, the plating to which they are
attached should be in good condition to insure efficient
attachment by fillet welding along the edges. Plug welding,
in the body of the doubler, can be used. The corners of the
doubler should be tapered and well rounded…”
GCMA encourages the effective and efficient inspection
of towing vessels by trained Coast Guard inspectors to
eliminate the dangers posed by unscrupulous operators such
as Viking Towing who are perfectly willing to place their
crewmembers in danger by serving on unsafe vessels.
GCMA asserts that doubler plates have no place on any
inspected vessel outside of the few exceptions in NVIC 768. Towing vessels will become inspected vessels because
of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of
2004. GCMA is determined to see the “best practices” in
NVIC 7-68 applied to these vessels just as they apply to
other inspected vessels. We are concerned, however, that
the Coast Guard will take the easy way out and endorse
unsafe practices to appease industry.

Unanswered Questions
We would like to wrap up the POLARIS story since
cutting torches have already reduced this rust bucket to scrap
iron. However, like a good Keystone Cops drama from the
1930’s, the movie just keeps bouncing across the screen.
•We are still awaiting word on whether the proposed “slap
on the wrist” civil penalty against ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ was
effective. Did this former drug abuser ever have to pay
for operating POLARIS for 53 days without a license?
•The National Pollution Funds Center in Arlington, VA,
reported that they received no complaint as to whether
the POLARIS clean-up was paid for. However, since
NPFC entertains such complaints for up to six years,
Viking still might have stiffed the American taxpayer to
clean up its mess.
•We were also told that the Coast Guard turned its case
against ¢ ¢ ¢ over to the elite Coast Guard Investigative
Service for forging and falsifying his brother’s license.
We will ask them if their investigation is complete and
whether they ever did anything to the “bad guys.”
All of this is of more than casual interest to our mariners
who do their best to comply with laws and regulations but
believe that law-abiding mariners are treated worse than
the “bad guys” by the Keystone Cops.
Making Proper Structural Repairs –
Serious Lessons for the Future
At a recent meeting of the Towing Safety Advisory
Committee (TSAC) at Coast Guard Headquarters, GCMA
brought up the necessity of making proper hull repairs on
steel towing vessels. The POLARIS accident was an
excellent example of how an unreliable company failed to
keep the vessel’s steel hull in good repair.
When a series of questions at TSAC turned to the use of
“doubler plates” to repair wasted hull plating, several
members of management of western rivers towing
companies who were members of the American Waterways
Operators in the audience vigorously defended the practice
of using doubler plates to make permanent hull repairs on
their vessels. We cringed.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the upcoming
inspection of towing vessels and the so-called Safety
Management System industry would like to see take the
place of formal Coast Guard vessel inspection.
GCMA contended that using doubler plates are not a good
practice – although admittedly better than the all-thread rod
and sandwich patch made on POLARIS in 2004 or the
wooden patch that failed in June 2005.
During the discussion, the Coast Guard rulemaking team
was present in the room, and GCMA asked for their views.
In direct response, the following day the Coast Guard
produced NVIC 7-68, Notes on Inspection and Repair of
Steel Hulls. The forty-year old NVIC backed GCMA’s
position as quoted in part as follows:
“(1) A welded doubler plate is not, in general, considered
suitable as a permanent repair measure for the main hull
girder. Its use does not insure continuity of strength, which
is achieved by the installation of an insert plate in the same

BOTCHED COAST GUARD INVESTIGATIONS
AND INCONSISTENT POLICIES THREATEN OUR
LOWER-LEVEL MARINERS
For a number of years, GCMA concentrated its efforts on
the “Big Picture” – the areas that pose the greatest threat to the
health, safety, and even the survival of “lower-level” licensed
and unlicensed mariners who work on American flag
commercial vessels of less than 1,600 gross register tons on
coastwise waters, oceans, inland waters, harbors, and rivers.
We amassed a library of accident reports and incidents over
the years. Some are incidents and accidents reported by our
mariners for us to examine while others are USCG, NTSB, and
news reports of maritime accidents and incidents.
Federal law at 46 U.S. Code §§6101 and 6103 control the
reporting and investigation of marine casualties. Federal
regulations at 46 CFR Parts 4 & 5 explain Coast Guard
enforcement of these laws in more detail. Coast Guard
“policies” such as Eighth District Policy Letter #02-2000
prepared by the Coast Guard and the American Waterways
Operators (apparently some sort of exclusive arrangement
without mariner input or input from non-AWO companies)
provide “guidelines” clarifying so-called “bump and go”
groundings.
In preparation for the “ARTCO-Six” trial, GCMA
reviewed a number of Coast Guard accident reports that
specifically were related to the operation of “Oversize
Tows” – one of our “Big Picture” issues covered in detail in
GCMA Report #R-340, Revision 8 on our website.
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Several problems, among others, we found involved….
? the excessive length of time between the date of an
accident and release of its report.
? the apparent lack of depth of understanding of some USCG
investigators about the towing industry and its mariners.
? the half-hearted effort to collect meaningful data and
adding bulk to the report by filling it with inconsequential
or meaningless data.
? failing to provide a clear statement that, in many cases,
could simply dismiss drug and alcohol use based on
chemical testing as a cause of the occurrence.
? self-serving and inaccurate statements made by company
officials who often prepare the CG-2692 accident report
although the information they provide is second hand at
best.
There is nothing new here! Certainly, the Coast Guard is
well aware of its own shortcomings. After all, the USCG
Research and Development Center contracted out a report in
1994 titled U.S. Coast Guard Marine Casualty Investigating
and Reporting: Analysis and Recommendations for
Improvement.(1) [(1)GCMA Report #R-429A.]
Congress appeared interested in the integrity of the Coast
Guard investigative process when, in 2002, they required the
Coast Guard to speed up their investigative process and file
accident reports on the internet within two years of their
occurrence.

inadequate number of regulations to cite. This is part of
the price for neglecting to properly regulate towing
vessels for over 30 years.]
That said, we believe that Captain ¢ ¢ was screwed and
there was absolutely nothing he could do about it. It is “the
book” that we now challenge. We believe that “the book”
can be changed but only if we can show that it needs to be
changed. That is why GCMA will use this case as our
“benchmark” and measure other cases by that benchmark.
The factors we will look at are:
? Intimidation
? No drugs or alcohol were involved in the accident.
? The mariner was an experienced and seasoned pilot.
? The mariner held the appropriate credentials.
? The cost of the accident in relation to the mariner’s
penalty.
? The severity of the penalty to the mariner.
? Consistent treatment by all USCG investigators
throughout the United States..
In this case, the mariner was offered a choice of signing
a “settlement agreement” or going to trial before an
Administrative Law Judge with the Coast Guard seeking a
higher penalty if the mariner chose to do so.
A mariner is a “transportation worker” and not a lawyer.
His expertise lies in maritime transportation in the specific
work he engages in. Although expected to understand the
basic laws and regulations applying to his trade, the mariner
is not an expert in them. Captain ¢ ¢ certainly had the
opportunity to review and discuss the laws and regulations
with both the Coast Guard investigating officer as well as
with GCMA Directors – but that occurred after the accident.
Captain ¢ ¢ understood that he could lose the equivalent
of $27,000 or $40,500 (e.g., for 2 or 3 months suspension) if
he could not convince the Judge of his position. There is
considerable stress and anxiety involved in waiting to argue
the merits of your case at trial in unfamiliar surroundings
under a Judge who is a “lawyer” and not a “mariner” and
whose salary is paid by the Coast Guard. We have seen the
Coast Guard exert improper pressure on its ALJs(1) as well as
upon individual mariners.(2) In short, although our mariners
are not lawyers, when all is said and done, GCMA lacks
confidence in the existing system to adequately protect the
interests of our mariners. [(1)GCMA Report #R-396, How
Western Rivers Mariners Lost Their Administrative Law
Judge. (2)GCMA Report #R-315C, Mariner Drug Cases.]

GCMA Establishes its Investigation “Benchmark”
In GCMA Newsletter #39, we brought our readers an
article story titled Pushing an Oversized Tow Can Cost a
Small Mariner Big Bucks. In this accident, an experienced
towboat Captain had a minor “fender-bender” accident. It
could have been much worse if Captain ¢ ¢ had not been as
experienced as he was with the equipment he was operating
as well as the waters he was operating in. It was for these
reasons that GCMA Directors Captain David Whitehurst and
Richard Block went with Captain ¢ ¢ to discuss the case
with the Investigating Officer at MSU Morgan City.
The Newsletter #39 article discusses the case in detail. Our
discussion with the Coast Guard representatives was lengthy
but amicable. In spite of his best efforts and any understanding
and assistance GCMA was able to offer, Captain ¢ ¢ ’s license
was suspended for a month at a cost to him estimated at
$13,500 in lost wages. We discussed this at length afterwards
and determined there was nothing “personal” involved here.
Captain ¢ ¢ was punished “by the book.”
[GCMA Comment: Typical punishments of one, two, or
three months “suspension” as the result of “settlement
agreements” worked out by junior Coast Guard personnel
are excessive and financially ruinous to mariners. Our
mariners are intimidated by these penalties. Our mariners
can no longer tolerate such penalties.]

The total repair costs attributed to this accident were
reported to be $5,000. Yet, Captain ¢ ¢ ’s expenses,
assuming full employment for one month – which are
reasonable considering today’s personnel shortages – were
over 2½ times that amount. That is more than unfair; it is an
unconscionable, unrecoverable loss especially for Captain
¢ ¢ who is several years from retirement.

[GCMA Comment. Most suspensions should be replaced
with civil penalties commensurate with the offense. The
penalties for violation each specific regulation should be
addressed as appropriate to the mariner, his employer,
or to both parties.]

Other Cases
By now, Captain ¢ ¢ ’s case is in the past but not
forgotten while additional cases crossed our desk that caught
our attention. How were these cases resolved? What are
your chances of losing your license, a large chunk of your
earning capacity, your car, your home, your marriage if you
are caught up in this stressful web of Coast Guard “justice.”

[GCMA Comment: Until comprehensive towing vessel
inspection regulations are in place, there are an
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Well, GCMA sees it at best as a crap shoot with a lack of
nationwide consistency throughout the process.
Let’s say that Captain ¢ ¢ raised our level of concern
and awareness of the inequities our mariners face. We may
review some of our earlier cases, but – for the time being –
lets look at several other accidents whose reports arrived
recently. Let’s see how consistently the Coast Guard treats
lower-level mariners.
The reports cited are the “complete” reports received
from the Coast Guard under FOIA. Although we have some
open questions, our chances of obtaining further information
from the Coast Guard are marginal at best and highly
unlikely. Perhaps this article may provoke answers from
unnamed, involved, and knowledgeable mariners.
______________________________

Comparison to Our Benchmark
This accident caused considerably more damage than our
“benchmark” accident. – $315,000 compared to $5,000.
Both Captains struck stationary objects. Yet, the Coast
Guard investigator in this case failed to note the obvious
“impatience” of the M/V Zeus to push his way through the
bridge without confirming it was fully open precipitated to
the accident.
Regulations Ignored
The Coast Guard’s job is to enforce regulations. 33 CFR
§117.478 in force in its present form since September 16,
1996 clearly announces the “school bus” curfew from 3:00
PM to 4:30 PM on State Route 75.
Bridge regulations of this type are initiated with
widespread public input and must pass through the full
rulemaking procedure that, in most cases involves written
comments and even public hearings.
The Captain’s
“impatience” resulted not only in considerable damage to the
bridge but also seriously interrupted the lives of people
living along the bayou that require the services of the bridge
not only to send their children to school but also to conduct
their everyday lives.
Although the accident site is equidistant from Morgan
City and Baton Rouge, unlike our benchmark case, it fell
under the jurisdiction of the Baton Rouge Marine Safety
Unit. The standards they use must be quite different from
those used in Morgan City. Of course, they are dealing with
one of the nation’s largest inland towing companies while
Morgan City concentrated its efforts solely on the mariner
rather than so much as questioning the motives of a small
mom-and-pop towing company in assigning their small
vessel to an oversize tow.
33 CFR §117.5 states: “Except as otherwise required by this
subpart, drawbridges shall open promptly and fully for the
passage of vessels when a request to open is given in
accordance with this subpart.” It appears that the bridge tender
did her best to comply promptly with the request and did not
“unreasonably delay”(1) the opening of a draw after the required
signals have been given.(2) [Although there are hundreds of
regulations governing bridges over navigable waters, the Coast
Guard has no regulations requiring copies of the regulations to
be carried on towing vessels. (1) Required by 33 CFR §117.15.
(2)
Prohibited by 33 CFR §117.9.]
Furthermore, Coast Pilot #5 that covers the Morgan CityPort Allen Route(1) states in part: “…a pontoon bridge
crosses the bayou. The bridge operates by cables that are
suspended just above the water when the bridge is being
opened and closed. The cables drop to the bottom when the
bridge is in the fully open position, but remains suspended
while the bridge is fully closed. Signs mark the approaches
to the bridge. The bridge tender monitors VHF-FM channel
13. Extreme caution is advised in the area of the bridge. Do
not attempt to pass through the bridge until it is fully
opened and the cables are dropped to the bottom.” It is
obvious in this case that the Captain did not use “extreme
caution.” [(1) 46 CFR §164.72 requires towing vessels to
carry a copy of the Coast Pilot unless engaged exclusively in
towing on the Western Rivers. The accident report does not
explore whether the vessel carried Coast Pilot #5 or whether
the Captain ever consulted it in planning his voyage.]
We ask, what could possibly be more explicit than these

CASE #1: M/V ZEUS Knocks Out Bayou Sorrel Bridge
[Source: Misle Activity #2279927; Misle Case #217394;
MSU Baton Rouge, LA. GCMA File M-532]
The accident. “On 20 January 2005, the UTV Zeus was
transiting northbound on the Intracoastal Waterway Morgan
City to Port Allen route with the barges when they allided
with (i.e., struck) the Bayou Sorrel swing bridge. The
Bayou Sorrel swing bridge was left out of service for seven
(7) days. There (were) no further casualties as a result of
this incident.”
Other information we gleaned from the report:
?Damage to the swing bridge: $315,000.
? Pushing a 670-ft.x 54-ft. “red-flag” tow consisting of two
loaded barges, with a 1,700 hp towboat during daylight
hours in clear weather.
?The mariner’s experience in the industry and with Kirby
Inland Marine was 13 years with 5 years in his current job
or position according to the CG-2692 accident report.
?Penalty: None.
The Bridge Operator stated: “At 2:57 PM M/V Zeus called
for bridge opening northbound with two loads. I told boat that
we were in curfew from 3:00 PM to 4:30 PM. At 4:25, I told
him we still had about 7 minutes left. He said O.K. At 4:30 he
called again, and I told him I would be opening (the) bridge. I
blew (the) horn, put down the gates, opened (the) aprons, and
started moving the bridge. Halfway open, the boat called and
told me, “If I had another gear, I should use it now.” I told him
I didn’t: I was pulling on (it) as fast as I could. Zeus hit (the)
pontoon and pushed in.”
The Coast Guard’s narrative by MST2 ¢ ¢ ¢ states in
part: “At roughly 16:30, Mr. ¢ called the bridge operator to
let her know he was making his approach, and he didn’t
have enough time to stop to make sure the bridge was open.
The bridge told Mr. ¢ the bridge was opening as fast as it
could. At roughly 16:35 the barge Kirby 30712 made
contact with the bridge, which was two-thirds of the way
open. The allision left the bridge inoperable for seven days.
The main concern in this case was the lack of
communication. Although there was plenty of conversation
back and forth between the Zeus and the bridge, both sides
did not understand the other.”
GCMA Comments and
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Coast Pilot directions?
The Coast Guard classified this event as a “Serious
Marine Incident” The definition at 46 CFR §4.03-2(d) puts
it in this category because it involves damage to property in
excess of $100,000 – in this case, considerably in excess of
that figure. The Coast Guard report carries a USCG
classification as “routine” and a “Level of Investigation” of
“data collection.” There is no evidence in this report that
any Coast Guard investigator ever got off his or her butt to
visit the accident site or do anything more than make a
couple of phone calls and shuffle some paperwork. We
received the pitiful results of this “accident investigation” 15
months after the accident.
Comparing this incident to our benchmark, it was much
more convenient for the Coast Guard to collect its
information from VTS cameras on the scene in Morgan City
than it would be to send a Coast Guard representative out
into the Atchafalaya swamps from a comfortable office
about 50 miles away in Baton Rouge.
So, is screwing our “lower-level” mariners justifiable
just because it may be so easy to do so – and to the tune of
$13,500. We don’t think so. We don’t believe it is
acceptable to let a mariner off the hook if his unrestrained
impatience leads to an accident that disrupts the lives of an
entire community just because they may live out in a rural
area. Perhaps, it is time to place a letter to the editor in an
Iberville Parish newspaper and ask for residents’ comments!
Let’s compare the investigators that prepared the two
accident reports as best we can. In our benchmark case, the
investigator was a Coast Guard commissioned officer who
recently completed an investigation officers training course
at the Coast Guard school in Yorktown, VA. Since we
detected nothing “personal” in her treatment of Captain ¢ ¢
in our benchmark case, we can only conclude that she would
apply a similar “even-handed” and “hard line” penalty to any
comparable offender. Yet, this accident did not occur within
the purview of her office.
The investigator from the Baton Rouge Marine Safety
Unit was MST2 ¢ ¢ ¢ – an enlisted person and not a
commissioned Coast Guard officer. We do not know
whether the investigator of this accident received any formal
training in his/her job. We have no idea of his/her
experience level or time in grade. However, we do know
that person submits his/her work product (in this case, the
completed and approved accident report file) to his/her
officers in the Coast Guard chain of command. These
officers must bear responsibility for failing to properly
assign responsibility for this accident and not simply rubberstamp the drivel we received. It is time to start holding these
officers responsible for their actions or inaction.
In reviewing the 1994 report titled U.S. Coast Guard
Marine Casualty Investigating and Reporting: Analysis and
Recommendations for Improvement mentioned earlier, we
understand that the Coast Guard has had its share of
problems with their investigators. To date, these problems
have evaded public scrutiny although Congress certainly
knows of them.

Collection” level of investigation are susceptible to
corporate influence. Again, this is in part, the matter of
convenience. Why literally “get your feet wet” going out
into the field in the rain, heat, cold, night or day when you
can solve the problem or get the answer with a couple of
easy phone calls. This mindset will probably continue just
as long as the Coast Guard considers “data collection” as
more important than preventing accidents. This type of
thinking leads to the satisfying conclusion that a “completed
report” has greater value than an “accurate report.”
[GCMA Comment:
Every accident report should
contain a complete narrative of the events leading up to
the accident, a description of the accident, and
conclusions – separate from the data and evidence
collected.]
For mariners, this can be a toss-up. For Captain ¢ ¢ ,the
company he worked for would not even furnish him with
shipyard information that might have helped him prove his
contention that one reason his vessel did not maneuver as
well as expected was because it previously suffered rudder
damage. In the M/V ZEUS case, we have no idea whether
Kirby Inland Marine influenced a Coast Guard employee to
“go easy” on its impatient Captain. There is no sign that the
Coast Guard ever filed any charges in this case. This means,
of course, no paperwork and no hassle. We have no idea
whether Kirby disciplined “Captain Impatient.” We have no
idea whether they ever paid the State of Louisiana for
damaging their bridge. However, we did ask and await an
answer from the State of Louisiana!
As a long-term employee, we believe Captain Impatient
must have had the benefit of Kirby’s training program –
although it certainly was not evident in this instance. Well,
when at first you do not succeed, there is always re-training.
As an employer, they could require it. Then, again, a Coast
Guard Administrative Law Judge also can order re-training
if the matter ever came to his attention – as never happened.
The Coast Guard shuffles its personnel from office to
office from time to time to serve their internal needs.
However, very few of the Coast Guard’s military personnel
have much experience performing the same types of work
our mariners perform. Yet, they have the ability to alter our
lives by their individual decisions. Will that “accident” cost
you $0 (as in the Bayou Sorrel Bridge accident) or will it
cost you $13,500 as it did Captain ¢ ¢ – or even $27,000 or
$40,500 if you chose to stand up and present your side of the
story to an Administrative Law Judge? Congress should set
a reasonable limit if Coast Guard investigators cannot treat
our mariners consistently and fairly.
[GCMA Comment: As a part of their training, every
investigative officer including part-time personnel should
be required to ride for at least one full week on a
commercial vessel common to their area of operations.]
“Data Collection” is a worthy goal of any government
agency – and the Coast Guard does collect data. What they
do with it is another thing, For example, we asked the Coast
Guard to interpret the data and explain why over 1,300
uninspected towing vessels – almost one-quarter of the
nation’s entire fleet of towing vessels – sank, flooded, or

“Data Collection”
Based on our examination of earlier “investigations”
with river towing companies, we have reason to suspect that
a number of investigations, especially those at the “Data
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capsized in the 12 year period from 1992 to 2004. Even a
ranking member of an important House committee took note
of that fact and questioned why an additional 500 fires and a
number of explosions occurred on towing vessels during the
same period. GCMA waited six months to receive the raw
data. We are still waiting for the Coast Guard to analyze and
interpret that data. We believe such massaging of the raw
data is important because it will impact the new regulations
being drafted to formally inspect towing vessels.

down on the deck. I pushed into the south bank just east of
the bridge and began notifying all concerned. After daylight
and a barge survey of equipment, we found out that three of
the stands had (fallen) overboard.”
Other Facts
Lacking a comprehensive narrative in the FOIA response,
we gleaned these facts from other parts of the report:
?The mariner was an experienced 500-ton Master of near
coastal vessels and a radar observer on the fourth issue of
his license.
?The final report did not include any damage estimates. In
fact, no written accident report on form CG-2692
accompanied the accident report. 46 CFR §4.05-10 (a)
requires a written report.

[GCMA Comment: We ask Congress to have the Coast
Guard prepare a formal report analyzing towing vessel
accidents from 1992 to date based on their own data
collection sources.]
In this case, however, the rush to pick up the phone and
“collect data” led the Coast Guard investigator to miss the
entire point of the case. If the bridge is “slow” you can’t
simply ram your way through it.
The bridge was
infrastructure, owned by the State of Louisiana, and was
placed in the waterway to serve the people of the state. Yet
Coast Guard regulations reduce the State to the role of a
mere “bridge owner” On February 3, 2006 the Highway
Foreman wrote and requested a copy of the same accident
report we received. Louisiana taxpayers expect the boat
owners to reimburse the state for damaging the bridge and
disrupting their lives.
GCMA asked the Louisiana
Department of Transportation and Development whether it
was reimbursed and awaits its reply!
______________________________________

[GCMA Comment: We ask Congress to designate a
more effective civil penalty and require written
submission of an accurate, complete, and timely accident
and personal injury reports to the Coast Guard
regardless of whether a phone report is called in or not.]
[GCMA Comment: We ask Congress to require the
Coast Guard to collect an accurate, updated and
verifiable estimate of the dollar amount to repair the
damage as part of their statistical data base to serve as a
measure of the relative severity of each accident.]
? “Prior to departure from Houston, operators of the M/V
Bob Helton, and both Captains based their understanding
of the vertical height of the pipe stands on information
from the owner of the pipe stands, but failed to verify the
accuracy of the measurements after they were loaded.”
? Fortunately, the Ellender Bridge was undamaged and there
were no injuries. However, since no written report was
filed, and no damage estimate provided.
? The Coast Guard charged the Master with “Negligence”
and offered him a “Settlement Agreement.” The Coast
Guard’s Enforcement Summary states in part: “Discussed
and agreed on Settlement Agreement of one month
outright suspension with six months probation. Explained
that if we conducted a hearing, I would propose a 2 -3
month outright suspension, in addition to probationary
period. The ALJ “approved” the license suspension.

CASE #2: M/V BOB HELTON
Tow Strikes the Ellender Bridge
[Source: Misle Activity #2258553; Misle Case #213140;
MSU Lake Charles, LA. GCMA File M-509]
On November 26, 2004 the “…UTV Bob Helton was
eastbound on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway with two
loaded barges, including an uninspected freight barge with
eight pipe stands welded to the deck. The vertical height of
the pipe stands on the barge was about 52 feet, and (they)
allided with the Ellender Bridge in its down position (50
feet). The load broke free from the deck, and three pipe
stands fell into the waterway, requiring closure of the Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway and dive and recovery operations.
The incident was referred for enforcement.”

[GCMA Comment: The existing system intimidates a
mariner who chooses to defend himself with the threat of
a stiffer penalty. Such punishment is not “remedial” in
nature and never should be sanctioned by an
Administrative Law Judge.]

The Master’s Statement
The licensed Master reported: “the M/V Bob Helton was
pushing eastbound with a tow loaded with pipe stands and
assorted oilfield equipment. I was drifting (at) mile 244
(WHL) waiting on traffic westbound through Ellender
Bridge. When traffic cleared, I came half ahead with my
engines to proceed through the bridge. Barge M-562 was
loaded with 8 pipe stands. I was making about 0.5 mph
when I noticed the pipe stands on the bow of the barge fall
like dominoes toward the boat (forward to aft). After not
clearing the bridge, there were only 5 pipe stands left on the
barge. Realizing the pipe stands had not cleared the bridge, I
backed full astern to no avail. The pipe stands were already

Overhead Clearance Accidents
Pushing a tow that strikes an overhead obstruction is an
increasingly common occurrence as we point out in GCMA
Research Report #R–411, Rev 4, titled Congressional
Oversight is Necessary to Prevent Continuing Overhead
Clearance Accidents. This accident, added to many other
similar accidents, was the straw that broke the camel’s back.
Consequently, we sent copies of GCMA Report #R-411 to
96 U.S. Senators and Congressmen.
According to the report’s Enforcement Summary, both
licensed officers reportedly “…based their understanding of
the vertical height of the pipe stands on information from the
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owner of the pipe stands…” At least they asked about the
height before getting underway. The report adds, “…but
failed to verify the accuracy of the measurement after they
were loaded.”
Perhaps there is an answer of why these officers were either
unable or forgot to verify the height of the stands. If a licensed
officer expected to climb 50 feet in the air to take such a
measurement with the equipment he has on hand before getting
underway, that can be more than a little scary. Measuring the
height of excessively high cargo is the sort of job that requires
the services of a professional cargo surveyor. The surveyor
should furnish his report to the company that engages him, and
the company should give the report to the master responsible
for moving the barge – and should become part of “voyage
planning” that we believe the Coast Guard should require by
regulation on all inland waters. This procedure leaves a paper
trail that the master of the towing vessel can use in his defense
if it is not factually correct.
Did the Master accept the figure he was given but forget
to add the height of the deck of the barge above the water?
The report does not say and we won’t guess.

over-height stands did not fall on anybody, and nobody
reported any monetary damages. That leaves the mariner’s
wallet the biggest casualty in this case.
[GCMA Comment: We urge Congress to restrain junior
investigators from intimidating working mariners with
extreme financial penalties. Legal fees to represent a
mariner in an ordinary administrative law hearing are
seldom less than $5,000. Random exercise of such
authority is alarming and discourages mariners from
pursuing a career in the marine industry.]
Data Collection Blind Spot
Interestingly, while the Coast Guard apparently collects
all sorts of accident statistics, one of the least important
appears to be collecting the figures showing the dollar
amounts of these casualties. It would be interesting to see
just how much acts of negligence, carelessness, or stupidity
like this really cost the marine industry each year.
___________________________________
CASE #3: M/V LILY M. FRIEDMAN Tow
Strikes Interstate I-155 Bridge

[GCMA Comment: Considering the excessive number of
overhead clearance accidents, we ask Congress to
require vessel owners or charterers to provide towing
vessel officers with information on the “air draft” of his
vessel and any tow he is assigned to move before the tow
begins.]

[Source: FOIA 05-1800; Activity #2391449; MISLE Case
#235093; MSO Memphis; GCMA File #M-579.]
Executive Summary: “On June 8, 2005 while navigating
southbound at Mile Marker 838, Lower Mississippi River, a
strong outdraft set the vessel to starboard. The tow allided
with the Interstate-155 bridge causing the entire tow of 40
barges to break away and subsequent groundings. ACBL1365 loaded with scrap metal sank in the channel.”
Lacking a comprehensive report narrative, we gleaned
other information from the investigative report:
?Damage to the vessels was: $252,000.
?Damage to the cargo was $32,000.
?This was a “Serious Marine Incident” with damages in
excess of $100,000.
?The level of this investigation was only “data collection”
– the lowest level.
?There were no recommendations and, consequently, no
actions on recommendations as a result of this accident.
There were no penalties assigned.
?The final report did not contain a barge diagram to show
the placement of the barges within the tow.
?One barge sank, was declared a total constructive loss, and
was later salvaged.
?A total of 12 other barges were damaged including an
inspected liquid tank barge. Nothing in the report
indicated whether the barge was full or empty or identified
the cargo or, if empty, the last cargo it carried.

Did the Master prepare a “voyage plan” before he set sail
from Houston? There is no evidence he did so. In fact, it
was TSAC that was responsible for voting to remove the
“voyage planning” requirement from 46 CFR §164.80(b)(3)
for vessels on most inland waters and the western rivers.
Yet, the Coast Guard investigation of the allision of the fourbarge tow of the M/V BROWNWATER V with the Queen
Isabella Causeway Bridge near Port Isabel, TX, on
September 15, 2001 where 8 motorists died was blamed in
large part on the absence of “voyage planning”
requirements. We understand that the Coast Guard plans to
revisit this regulatory issue – as it should.
We certainly cannot excuse the Master for not calling the
Ellender bridge and verifying its height before attempting to
pass under it – especially after sitting and waiting for
approaching westbound traffic to clear the bridge. If in
doubt, he could have asked the bridge tender to lift the
bridge. Negligence appears to be a good word for what
happened from the Coast Guard report.
Unfortunately, the conduct of this case is marred by a
second example of intimidation by an investigating officer.
The threat of being hit with double or triple the penalty for
putting the Coast Guard through the trouble of bringing the
matter before an ALJ makes it very attractive for a mariner
to sign his name on the dotted line. We did not have the
necessary “privacy” information to allow us to ask the
Master how much a month, or two, or three off work would
cost him, but we believe the $13,500, $27,000, and $40,500
figures are reasonable for a 500-ton license today. That is a
pretty good incentive to sign on the dotted line – especially
if he was convinced in his own mind that he really had been
negligent.
Fortunately, the allision did not damage the bridge, the

Where is the Barge Diagram?
On April 28, 2006 we wrote to Coast Guard
Headquarters with this inquiry:
“Thank you for sending the incident report where the tow
of the M/V LILY M. FRIEDMAN pushing 40 barges that
slammed into the Interstate 155 Bridge near Carruthersville,
Missouri, causing one barge to sink, 12 others to ground, and
the entire tow to break away from the towing vessel.
“Although the report is voluminous, it did not contain a
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“Barge Diagram” showing the 1) configuration of the tow
and 2) the placement of the barges within the tow. This
probably would be on one piece of paper. The only
explanation for the allision contained in the report is that
“…a strong outdraft set the vessel to starboard.”
River towboat pilots are trained to anticipate these
events.
Without a tow diagram showing the tow
configuration, such as always is carried on a river towboat, it
makes it difficult for our pilots and other experts to
reconstruct the accident to determine its true cause and
ascertain how to prevent this type of accident from occurring
in the future.
“Although I do not see it listed in the Enclosures, would
you check with MSO Memphis to see if they have it.”
GCMA received a reply dated May 3, 2006 confirming
their search for the tow diagram both in Washington and
MSO Memphis and came up empty handed.

nor does it contain any report that the bridge owner
surveyed the bridge for damage. However, our mariners
passing the bridge note that there is a sizeable chunk of
concrete down to the re-bar that is missing.
Allisions at the I-155 bridge occur between large tows
such as this one as well as even larger “oversize” tows like
ARTCO’s M/V CRIMSON DUKE pushing 42 barges.
The M/V CRIMSON DUKE with considerably less
horsepower than the M/V LILY M. FRIEDMAN hit the
bridge only a year earlier sinking eight (8) barges and
running six (6) more on rock dikes delaying up to 33
vessels, some for more than 18 hours. That $1,275,000
accident drew a report from MSO Memphis that was
equally devoid of recommendations and contained
precious little documentation in spite of the fact that it was
an “informal” investigation – one step higher than “data
collection.” Both reports are unimpressive in their content
although the former report at least shows evidence the
Coast Guard visited the scene of the accident. Why can
the Coast Guard penalize a mariner $13,500 for a $5,000
accident and ignore much larger accidents?
?The report form itself inquires about “defenses that could
reasonably have been expected but were never put in
place.”
The answer, presumably supplied by the
Coast Guard, was that “No information about the current
condition was passed on by other vessels that had
previously transited the area.”
We can only speculate why the pilot of the vessel didn’t
inquire of other vessels or act on anything he heard over the
radio. However, that is up to the pilot.
Under “defense factors” the Coast Guard report writer
stated, “Strong current drafted vessel into bridge pier. Tow
broke up upon contact; no damage to the tow occurred.”
How strong was the current? This was a very large,
loaded tow of 40 barges pushed by a 10,500 horsepower
towboat – one of the most powerful on the river. To come to
any conclusions, we must know the river stage at the time of
the accident. Unfortunately, this along with the tow diagram
was one of the key pieces of data the Coast Guard failed to
collect on this accident. We could research it, but we
believe that was the Coast Guard’s job in the year they held
up the report.
How long did the salvage operation take? The report
stated: “Salvage company Budwine & Associates began
salvage immediately.” End of story. In the earlier M/V
CRIMSON DUKE accident, the salvage efforts took the
better part of a month. Salvage work is not insignificant and
is not performed without risk.
The tank barge, CHEM-111, reported that the “Starboard
stern transom, corner side inset 0 inches to 4 inches” x 8 ft. x
6 ft.” It is an inspected tank barge. Was it inspected and
repaired after the accident? This report, unlike most reports
we receive, gives no answer and leaves us guessing. So
much for Coast Guard “data collection” activities. We
assign the officer in charge of investigations at MSO
Memphis our demerits for this shoddy work.

[GCMA Comment: One major problem, especially on
western rivers towing accidents, is the apparent shortage
of experienced investigators knowledgeable in river
towing. Without a barge diagram, this report simply is
not complete, should never have been approved until
complete and only then archived at Coast Guard
Headquarters.]
The Investigation & Report
In a report containing 89 pages, the only clue we have to
the cause of this accident is one phrase that summarizes it:,
“…a strong outdraft set the tow to starboard.”
We asked our experienced river pilots to review the
report and comment upon it. These comments included….
?Experienced river pilots, especially heavy tow pilots, know
the river well enough to be prepared for these conditions.
?The accident took place at 12:15 AM. This is the back
watch where the pilot rather than the master generally is on
duty. Of the two, the master is in command of the vessel
and the pilot is the second in command. Although both
may hold master licenses, the company selects the master
as its representative and places him in charge of the
towboat.
Normally, Box 33 in accident form CG-2692 asks the
following questions: Person’s time in this industry; (time)
with this company; (time) in present job or position; (time)
on present vessel; and hours on duty when accident
occurred. These are all critical elements in properly
investigating an accident. Unfortunately, only the “Barge
Addendum” part of the form was included in the final
report and answers none of these questions.
We decline to point the finger at the company for not
making the report. However, we fault the Coast Guard for its
failure either to require the complete CG-2692 form or to
include it in this report. Consequently, we can only speculate
on the pilot’s “experience” – which we decline to do.
?The I-155 bridge is an important part of the Interstate
Highway system just as is the I-40 bridge at Webbers
Falls, OK, where 14 persons lost their lives when two
empty tank barges left the marked channel and broke a
main bridge pier in May 2002 at a cost of $30,000,000.
This particular allision was with the main channel piers
on the left descending bank. The Coast Guard report does
not contain any report that the bridge owner was notified

Learn From our Mariners Experience
The I-155 Booth Point Bridge lies just below a right
hand bend (Linwood Bend) below Carruthersville, MO. The
outdraft at the bridge is well known among experienced
lower river pilots and has not changed for years. The rule of
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thumb for making this bridge places a great deal of
significance on the gauge reading at Carruthersville. The
key number to remember is 17 feet.
The river passing through the bridge is constrained by
the dikes above the bridge and force you toward the left
descending bank. As you pass the last dike, about three tow
lengths above the bridge, the outdraft pushes the head of your
tow toward the right hand bridge pier of the channel span. You
have to start to prepare and have sufficient available power to
shape up for the main channel span. You will pass between the
bridge piers diagonally and should have no problem if you have
the experience and are careful with a 5-long by 8-wide tow like
the one pushed by the M/V LILY M. FRIEDMAN. This is not
to say that this maneuver is “a piece of cake” – especially when
challenged by darkness.
However, with an “oversize” 6-long tow like the one
pushed by the M/V CRIMSON DUKE, that last 200 feet of
barge will take considerably longer (measured in seconds) to
clear the bridge as you pass through at an angle. It is those
last few seconds that are particularly stressful to a river pilot.
A longer tow may be “too long.”
As the river stage rises above 17 feet, more of the
increased volume of water flows over the top of the dikes.
This changes (i.e., reduces) the strength of the outdraft that a
pilot must contend with. In some ways, it makes shaping up
for the bridge easier as this constraint to the direction of the
river flow is reduced as the dikes go under water at 17 feet.
However, if you miscalculate and hit the channel pier,
there are a number of inshore piers on the right descending
bank that are totally unprotected. If your barges get out
there, look for results that could parallel the horrific accident
at Webbers Falls.
_________________________

that he had taken some swells over the stern of the vessel.
The operating company requested an oversize tow permit
prior to departure. Oversize tow permit #2003-404 CC was
given to the vessel.
“Upon completion of the loading, the tug was made fast
to the stern of the tow and headed for sea on June 6, 2003 at
approximately 1600. As the tug passed buoys 23 & 24, the
master commenced turning from the Matagorda Ship
Channel to the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway eastbound to
their final destination, Baton Rouge, LA. The master held
the barges back to the north on the red side of the channel
for current when the second barge on the starboard side ran
aground between markers 105 & 103. The master came to a
complete stop.
“The master assessed the situation and shifted the tug off
his tow, came alongside the grounded barge, securing four
headlines to the barge. The master began backing down in
an effort to pull the grounded barge off the bottom. After
several attempts, the master contacted Point Comfort Tower
to request assistance and wait for high tide. During the
backing down process, the tug had taken on prop wash over
the stern. The master shifted the tug back to its original
towing position behind the barges waiting for assistance and
high tide before making any other attempts.
At approximately 2000, the master notified USCG Station
Port O’Connor of their situation and intentions on re-floating
the barge. A communications schedule was initiated by the
station with the tug. The master reported no injuries or
pollution.
“At 2330, the master was in the wheelhouse standing watch
when he felt the tug listing (sic) to the stern. The master
immediately proceeded to the stern of the tug and observed a
large amount of water entering in through the rudder room and
spilling into the generator room. The deckhand on watch had
one submersible pump running and was in the process of
rigging a second dewatering pump. The master proceeded to
the berthing accommodations to awake all the crew. The
Master then proceeded to the bridge and contacted USCG
Station Port O’Connor about the situation.
“The station provided an additional pump to assist in the
dewatering. Flooding could not be controlled and at
approximately 0015, the master called for abandon ship.
Prior to abandoning ship the master bagged all the fuel vents
and transferred as many mooring lines as he could to the
barges. All five crewmembers on board were accounted for
on the (assist) tug DURDY DUDLEY.
“When investigators arrived on scene, they found the tug
sunk by the stern up to the second deck rail, but the bow
remained out of the water (and was) made off to the barges.
There was a slight smell of oil and MSTC and Mr.¢ ¢ of
TGLO observed an estimated amount of 25 to 30 gallons of
waste oil in Matagorda Bay, a navigable water of the United
States. Investigators concluded the oil was from the engine
room and bilges. All fuel vents were out of the water and
remained secured. The master contacted the operating
company, Delaware Marine, and contracted a local pollution
cleanup company, Cary Construction, to boom off the vessel
and clean up any oil spilled in Matagorda Bay. In addition,
Delaware Marine hired Garner Environmental in Houston,
Texas. Delaware Marine contracted T & T Marine Salvage
to commence salvage of the tug.
“On June 8, 2003 at 2000, the salvage master from T &

CASE #4: Overloaded Towboat Grounds Tow & Sinks
In Heavy Weather in Matagorda Bay, Texas
[Source: Misle Activity #1862596, Misle Case #132882,
MSSO Victoria, TX. GCMA File #M-425. The following
quotation comes from the Enforcement Summary.]
“On June 6, 2003 at approximately 2345 hours, MSSO
Port Lavaca duty personnel received a call from the Officer
of the Day at USCG Station Port O’Connor of the Tug(1)
(towboat) DONALD E. CLARK sinking in the GIWW in
the vicinity of markers 105 & 103. MSTC ¢ enroute to the
scene with ¢ ¢ of the Texas General Land Office, Oil spill
Division. [(1)an inland towboat]
“At approximately 0150 hours on June 7, 2003,
investigators launched the (Texas General Land Office)
TGLO response boat and arrived on scene at the sunken tug
at 0330. Investigators immediately proceeded to the Tug
DURDY DUDLEY, the assist tug(1) on scene. Investigators
met with the master and crew and began interviewing them.
[(1)another inland towboat]
“On June 4, 2003 the tug DONALD E. CLARK arrived
at Alcoa Marine Terminals in Point Comfort, Texas to
pickup a load of six barges, one empty, one loaded with
1,500 tons of cumine and the other four loaded with
approximately 1,600 tons of alumina in bulk.
“The master stated the weather on arrival was rough and
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T Marine Salvage arrived on scene with a 150-ton deck
crane barge and a 300-ton derrick barge and spud down until
first light.
After meeting with representatives from
Delaware Marine and T & T Salvage, it was determined that
the 300-ton derrick was not of sufficient capacity to lift the
stern and a 600-ton derrick was ordered to the scene.
“On June 10, 2003 at approximately 1200, the 600-ton
derrick barge arrived on scene and rigging commenced to
the vessels stern. The 300-ton derrick was positioned to the
vessel’s bow and rigged. At 1400, the stern of the vessel
was lifted to the main deck and dewatering operations
commenced.
During the dewatering operations, an
additional estimated 50 gallons of waste oil from the engine
room was released into Matagorda Bay. The pollution
contractor on scene, Garner Environmental, immediately
commenced cleanup of the released waste oil.
“The tug was secured by both derricks and attention was
now focused on the grounded barge and the remaining barges
on scene. At approximately 1700 hours, three assist tugs of
1800 hp each commenced freeing barge DM-0968 from
aground. At 1735, the barge was re-floated. Visual assessment
was made to the barge and soundings were made to all tanks
and voids. There was no evidence of damage sustained by the
barge. The six barges were removed from the scene, enroute to
their destination port, Baton Rouge, LA.
“At approximately 1800 hours, the tug DONALD E.
CLARK was completely dewatered. An MSSO (Victoria)
inspector conducted a complete and thorough survey of the
stern and voids on the tug. No damage was identified and
only a small pin hole leak was observed through discharge
piping in the port side aft void. There was no other water
observed entering into any of the other voids. A verbal
permit to proceed was issued to Delaware Marine to have
the tug in tow to the T & T Marine Salvage dock in
Galveston. The intentions of Delaware Marine were to clean
out the entire tug at the T & T facility and then tow the tug
back to Baton Rouge for dry dock and repairs.
“At approximately 1930 hours the DONALD E. CLARK
departed Matagorda Bay under tow without further incident.

wash, washed onto the deck of the stern.
?Since the damage survey revealed no compromises to the
vessels hull, the only way the water could enter into the
compartments was through mouse holes on the lower bulk
head of the stern.
[GCMA Comment: The term “mouse hole” does not
appear in a nautical dictionary. Its meaning is apparent
through plain reading. Mice do not eat through steel
plate. This term denotes a structural error or structural
deterioration. A formal Coast Guard hull inspection
would have revealed such a condition before the sinking.]
?Water entered the flanking rudder room, flooded the
compartment, and then progressively began flooding the
generator room.
?The watertight door between these two compartments had
been removed previously, thereby allowing the water to flow
freely from compartment to compartment. As the stern
lowered in the water, progressive flooding occurred until the
entire stern went under.
?As a result of this incident, there were no injuries.”
//S// MSTC, Investigating Officer.
Other Facts From this Report
?The damage estimate for this accident was $100,000.
Consequently, although this became a “Serious Marine
Incident” by virtue of this estimate, the investigation
remained at the lowest “data collection” level.
?The final report contained no completed accident report
form CG-2692. We have no idea of the experience of the
pilot on duty at the time of the accident. We do not even
know if two properly licensed officers were on board the
vessel or if the Captain was licensed or not as this
information was not provided.
?The winds were out of the north measured at between 25-30
knots. The wave height was reported at 3 feet and the swell
height at 4 feet. Small craft warnings were in effect at the
time of the grounding. The grounding occurred near sunset.
?This twin-screw towboat was built in 1980 and has 1,800
horsepower. There were 25,000 gallons of diesel fuel on
board.
?The 1,500 tons of cumene carried on one tank barge is a
combustible liquid with a gasoline-like odor that could
foul the shoreline and is potentially dangerous to humans.
Fortunately, none of the cargo spilled.
?The Owners received a “warning” for the release of oil into
Matagorda Bay. No civil penalty was assigned. No action
was taken against the master of the DONALD E. CLARK.
?This was the tenth oil-related incident reported for this vessel
since 1996 with nine previous civil penalties assigned.
?The report shows American Commercial Barge Lines as
the owner and Delaware Marine Services as the operator of
the towboat DONALD E. CLARK. Both Companies are
members of AWO and are supposed to follow the
Responsible Carrier Program (RCP). AWO would like to
see the RCP serve as the basis for a new industry-wide
Safety Management System. Neither AWO nor the Coast
Guard can enforce this trade association’s policy. In spite
of much hype to the contrary, only about 223 out of an
estimated 1,100 towing companies are members of AWO.
?Either the vessel’s deck and/or superstructure were not

Conclusions
“The conclusions of the investigation to the grounding
were as follows:
?The channel depth for the GIWW is 12 feet. Strong winds
out of the north caused a lower than calculated tide resulting
in barge DM 0968 running aground. The lead barge on the
starboard side of the towing arrangement was empty, thereby
creating a higher freeboard.
?Although the Master had corrected for current, the winds out
of the north estimated at 25-30 knots, pushed the lead barge
slightly out of the marked channel. The lead barge was not
affected as it was only drawing 3 feet. The second barge on
the starboard side of the tow was the DM-0968, had draft
readings of 9.5 feet. The effects of the north wind on the
empty lead barge, set the tow outside the marked channel.
?The master stated prior to arrival at Port Comfort, the tug had
taken some waves over the stern. The master never checked
any of the void spaces once he moored at Alcoa Terminals.
Upon completion of the loading, the tug proceeded to the
GIWW. After the barge DM-0968 ran aground, the master
released his tow and proceeded to the grounded barge. While
attempting to break free the barge, more water from the prop
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watertight or the watertight openings were not closed. The
report states that a watertight door was missing in the
engineroom but was never cited as a “violation” by the
Coast Guard since the vessel was “uninspected.”
Consequently, neither the condition of the vessel nor
management by its officers offered a guarantee of
watertight integrity or protection to the crew.

traffic for the Coast Guard around the accident scene,
rescued, fed, and housed the DONALD E. CLARK’s crew,
and even went overboard to help plug the fuel tank vents to
prevent a major oil spill. In short, he busted his butt.
After going far beyond the call of duty as a “good
Samaritan” he received a letter from the Coast Guard. The
letter did not commend him for his help. Rather, the Coast
Guard investigator on the scene sent a report that reached
REC Houston reporting him because he only held a 100-ton
Master’s license and the DURDY DUDLEY was 108 gross
register tons.
GCMA spoke with REC Houston and learned that they
made the pilot a “settlement offer” of a Letter of Warning
and told him to get off the DURDY DUDLEY. We advised
him to sit for a 200-ton master’s license with a towing
endorsement.
The Coast Guard was within its rights to punish the pilot,
who worked for a small company for working beyond the
scope of his license. They handled the punishment in a
professional manner as we determined by speaking with
both the Coast Guard officer at the REC and the mariner.
Nevertheless, the Coast Guard accident investigator
clearly looked the other way when it came to the towing
officers that set out in the DONALD E. CLARK pushing a
tow in heavy weather. Under such conditions, it was
predictable that the towboat would be unable to handle a tow
of that size and length (680 feet x 70 feet) in a channel only
125 feet wide considering the strength of the wind, the large
sail area created by the empty barge at the leading end of the
tow, and the onset of darkness. Although the Coast Guard
issued an “oversize tow” permit, their control and
enforcement of oversize tows appears ineffective and their
investigation appears superficial and misguided.

[GCMA Comment: This is an outstanding reason for the
Coast Guard to train inspectors to inspect the nation’s
5,200 towing vessels – and to “get it right” the first time.
Mariners need a strong safety program with enforceable
inspection regulations to protect them.
Voluntary
programs, even with this AWO-member company, do
not provide enforceable safeguards.]
?The report states that “Damage control efforts were not
possible.” It appears to be more accurate that no effective
damage control other than sealing the fuel tank vents even
was attempted. This reflects poorly on crew training,
vessel management, and the effectiveness of the
Responsible Carrier Program.
[GCMA Comment: Coast Guard license and MMD
examinations do not require training or testing in
damage control on small vessels.
Coast Guard
regulations do not require basic damage control tools or
supplies on towing vessels, offshore supply vessels, or
small passenger vessels.]
?The Coast Guard does not require training in “temporary
repairs” for lower-level mariners.
Management’s
preparation for the possibility of flooding appears to be
little more than furnishing a submersible bilge pump of
unknown size or capacity. We suggest that the Coast
Guard consider this topic as a further towing vessel
training requirement in light of the propensity of one
quarter of the nation’s uninspected towing vessels to sink
in the 12 year period from 1992-2004..
?Drug testing (apparently negative) occurred 1½ days after
the grounding.

[GCMA Comment: GCMA noted in correspondence on
several occasions the lax administration of oversize tow
permits within the Eight Coast Guard District.]
Their concern for the protection of the environment also
appeared minimal.
However, the investigator scored one point. He caught
one mariner and made life so miserable for him that we
haven’t heard from him since. Yet, that mariner told us that
he pitched in beyond the call of duty and struggled day and
night to prevent the spill from becoming a major
environmental disaster.
We can only wonder when the Coast Guard will take
seriously the fact that over 1,300 towing vessels have sunk,
flooded, or capsized in a 12-year period and ask WHY this has
happened. Is it because these towing vessels are “uninspected”
vessels and that as far as the Coast Guard is concerned that
“anything goes” with these neglected vessels?
GCMA views our mariners who serve on these vessels in
the same terms as we view those who serve on “inspected”
vessels of comparable size and horsepower. We expect to
see the Coast Guard pay much closer attention to the safety
and welfare of towing vessel crewmembers when towing
vessels finally come under adequate Coast Guard inspection.
We believe this must happen sooner rather than later.
“Inspection” may be a rude awakening for some towing
companies who have followed in the wake of the AWO
“smokescreen” for years and basked in the protection of its

GCMA Comments and
Comparison to Our Benchmark
We note that the Coast Guard took no action against the
master or pilot on the DONALD E. CLARK for leaving port
pushing an “oversize tow” considering the strong northerly
wind that lowered the water level in Matagorda Bay. The
report did not comment on the Master’s tardy evaluation of
why the vessel was sinking or his ineffective preventive
measures. Nor did the Coast Guard have any comments
about how to prevent such a grounding in the future.
The towing vessel DURDY DUDLEY, a smaller 1,200
horsepower vessel, was a bit player in the Coast Guard’s
report. In fact, the pilot of the DURDY DUDLEY, Captain
¢ ¢ ¢ called GCMA on July 11, 2003 and told us the rest of
the story from his point of view. This story differs
considerably from the Coast Guard report we later received.
¢ ¢ ¢ reported that the DURDY DUDLEY assisted the
DONALD E. CLARK during its grounding. He reportedly
stood by the grounded tow, carried pumps to the boat,
moved a 10-foot draft barge to the accident site, directed
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virtually unenforceable Responsible Carrier Program.
________________________

said the sinking may have been the result of the way the tug
was ballasted, but he noted, “”It’s never just one thing; other
things are being investigated.””
That is just fine – but just where are the results of this
“investigation” two years later, Mr. Rentz? Fifty-one foot
towboats are not usually “ballasted.” Did Coast Guard
investigators ever interview the crewmembers of the
towboat?

CASE #5
M/V CHARLES ALFRED
Sinks in San Antonio Bay, TX
[Source: GCMA Files M-473 & M-556.]

[GCMA Comment: This has all the earmarks of a very
sloppy investigation.]

One of our mariners told us that the inland towboat M/V
CHARLES ALFRED sank south of Seadrift, Texas, on May
27, 2004. Otherwise, we would have never known. We
requested the complete Coast Guard accident report. We
received considerably less.
The Houston Chronicle reported, “A fuel spill in San
Antonio Bay was contained Friday before it could harm or
seriously threaten nearby wetlands and a wildlife refuge for
whooping cranes…At daybreak Friday, cleanup efforts
began with crews from the Coast Guard Marine Safety
Office in Port Lavaca, the Texas General Land Office and an
environmental contractor. A containment boom set up
around the tug corralled a large amount of the diesel, which
at times spread half a mile on the water’s surface.” On June
1, 2004, GCMA sent a Freedom of Information Act request
asking for further information.
On September 15, 2004 GCMA was told that the report
was “exempt from disclosure” under the Privacy Act. We
wondered whose “privacy” the report would violate and,
consequently, we protested in this note as follows: “Please
explain why the rest of this information is not releasable. A
towing vessel pushing a tank barge sank, and there is no
reason given as to why the vessel sank. This is a very basic
matter. Did the Coast Guard investigate the cause of this
accident? If not, why not? Was there pollution? (We)
would like the information when it is releasable.”
A paper chase at Coast Guard Headquarters ended with a
Search and Rescue report but little else. Yes, the boat sank
and a Coast Guard small boat from Port O’Connor picked up
the crew. However, there was no CG-2692, no pollution
report, and apparently very little to show for an
“investigation.” We can only assume the Coast Guard in
Port O’Connor doesn’t like to do paperwork. – but that is
part of the job taxpayers pay them to do.
Professional Mariner reporter John Snyder wrote a brief
summary in the August/September 2004 issue that contains a
picture of the half-submerged towboat.
According to the article, about 500 to 1,000 gallons of diesel
fuel (of the 5,000 gallons on board) poured out of the vessel’s
starboard fuel tank. The owner of the towboat, reported to be
the Devall Towing and Boat Service of Hackberry, LA,
pumped the boat out and had it towed to the Victoria Barge
Canal where trucks removed the fuel remaining on board.
“Because diesel fuel is highly evaporative, environmental
damage was thought to be minimal.” Tell that to the fish, shell
fish, birds and fishermen.
Professional Mariner received the same “under
investigation” put-off that GCMA did…but also a little
speculation as well: “…but according to Chief Warrant
Officer Troy Rentz of Marine Safety Substation Office, Port
Lavaca, the tug sank as a result of water entering over the
stern and not through a puncture or gash in the hull. Rentz

The towboat only carried a crew of three men and
according to the Houston Chronicle was pushing one empty
barge and one barge carrying 9,700 barrels of cyclohexane
(AKA benzene hexahydride) a nasty flammable liquid.
Assuming that the towboat carried two licensed towing
vessel officers, both of whom would work no more than 12
hours, that left the deckhand to take care of not only the
duties on deck, vessel sanitation, cooking, and engineroom
duties. We are only left to “blame the deckhand” because
the licensed officers were either on duty in the pilothouse or
asleep during their off-duty hours. Who was up-and-around
to observe water pouring into the boat from over the stern –
if that was what really happened? We have no way of
knowing the true story because the Coast Guard apparently
never took the time to investigate the accident, did not
forward the complete file to Coast Guard Headquarters, or
Headquarters lost it. The same Keystone Cops strike again.
More Than Bad Luck?
On April 4, 2004, the same company had another
towboat with a three-man crew sink in the middle of the
Houston Ship Channel. This time the water was deeper and
the accident resulted in one fatality. We reported this
accident in GCMA Newsletter #33.
That accident left the M/V DAVID C. DEVALL sunk
about 100 feet left of center in approximately 49 feet of
water with overhead clearance of about 30 feet. The Coast
Guard’s main concern was to prevent deep draft traffic from
striking the wreck with the bottom width of the channel
about 500 feet at the site.
At least the Coast Guard investigated the accident in the
Houston Ship Channel where one mariner died although
they came to no solid conclusions as to why the vessel sank.
So, what happened two months later when another
Devall vessel suddenly sank? This towing company is a
member of the American Waterways Operators. Each
member is obliged to follow the guidelines established by
the Responsible Carrier Program – at least when it is
convenient to do so.
Up to this point in 2004, Congress did not require the
Coast Guard to inspect towing vessels. On August 8, 1994,
Commandant Robert E. Kramek in a letter to the Deputy
Secretary of Transportation stated: “The inspection study
concludes that a full inspection program is not a cost
effective way to reduce towing vessel casualties, based on a
review of marine casualties involving UTVs and
implementation costs….It also proposes the development of
voluntary management standards for the safe operation of
towing vessels.” This is how the Coast Guard bucked
responsibility for the safety 30,000 of our lower-level
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mariners to AWO and their Responsible Carrier Program
and the voluntary “Commercial Towing Vessel Examination
Program” (CTVEP). The Coast Guard failed to support
CTVEP financially or with its other resources on a
nationwide basis. The vessel examination decal it hands out
has become a standing joke in much of the Eighth District.
Only about 223 of nation’s 1,100 towing companies are even
members of AWO – a fact whose significance few at Coast
Guard Headquarters seem to grasp even today.
Commandant Kramek’s remarkable statement followed
on the heels of the Bayou Canot disaster that claimed 47
lives and turned out to be the precursor of a number of major
towing accidents during the following decade. In 2005,
GCMA learned that over 1,300 towing vessels had sunk,
flooded, or capsized in the preceding 12 years. We asked for
an analysis of these sinkings but that request, like many
others, remains unanswered.

the vessel sinking beneath him. After all, with only one
deckhand, the engineroom is not covered for nine of 24
hours.
•The second licensed officer was off duty and asleep and
did not notice the vessel sinking.
•The licensed officer on duty was in the pilothouse, the
vessel was underway, and he was not free to roam
around the vessel and check on things. The sinking
occurred at night (0225) and, from his station in the
pilothouse, he might not have noticed the flooding until
it was too late as the bow of the towboat was securely
made up to the tow.
?If the vessel had a second deckhand he could have served
as lookout, and, if properly trained, could check the
engineroom and other shipboard locations on a regular
basis. Apparently, the company was too cheap to staff
the vessel properly in the absence of a Certificate of
Inspection that would have required them to do so.
•The Coast Guard does not have any manning
requirements for unlicensed personnel on inland towing
vessels. It is no wonder that companies like this have
trouble
recruiting
and
retaining
unlicensed
crewmembers. Who in their right mind would want to
work for an outfit like that!
These are just assumptions, but you cannot stretch one
deckhand over a 24-hour period to cover every facet of every
working day without leaving important areas uncovered.
The next unanswered question is whether that deckhand
ever was trained to perform engineroom duties that include
pumping the boat out. Was the deckhand (or "deckineer" if
his duties involved working in the engineroom) trained to
perform deck duties like closing the watertight doors when
he went to sleep and nobody is up and about? We can only
speculate because nobody asked him.

[GCMA Comment:
GCMA reiterates the concern
expressed by Congressman Oberstar (Docket #USCG-200419977 #129) on why so many towing vessels sank, capsized,
flooded, burned and exploded in the past dozen years.]
In September 2004, three months after the M/V
CHARLES ALFRED settled to the bottom of the
Intracoastal Waterway, Congress directed the Coast Guard
to inspect towing vessels. The “voluntary” Responsible
Carrier Program was not the success that Commandant
Kramek envisioned.
The same study also stated “Data currently available (1994)
on casualties and pollution incidents provides some indication
that personnel-related causes occur at higher rates for towing
vessels than for non-towing vessels. The manning study
concludes that changes in the work-hour limit, licensing and
qualifications, and watchkeeping practices are consistent with
the aim of reducing the rate of casualties and pollution incidents
attributable to human factors.”

[GCMA Comment: GCMA Report #R-428 (currently in
draft form) explores the deficiencies in lower-level
mariner training overlooked by the Coast Guard for
over three decades.]

Overworked Deckhand
Here we are twelve years later. The existing statute still
limits licensed towing vessel officers to work 12 hours in each
twenty-four hour period to perform their duties. This accident
is significant because the M/V CHARLES ALFRED only had
one deckhand. The AWO Responsible Carrier Program
suggests that unlicensed crewmembers be limited to no more
than 15 hours of work per day. Of course, the AWO cannot
enforce that standard on their membership. Nevertheless, it is
decent of AWO considering the fact that Congress never placed
any work-hour limit on unlicensed mariners serving on
commercial vessels in inland waters. Of course, the Coast
Guard never asked Congress to do so in any Legislative Change
Proposal that we are aware of.

The M/V CHARLES ALFRED sank, was raised, and,
according to the Inland River Record, is still in service. We
can only speculate that it must have cost a considerable sum
of money to raise the vessel, tow it to port, recondition the
submerged engines, and refurbish the galley and
engineroom. We can only speculate because we never
received a report of any Coast Guard investigation.
GCMA Connects the Dots
And Asks Why the Coast Guard Does Not Do So.
GCMA connects the dots when it appears the Coast
Guard only pays minimal attention to towing vessel
accidents. The M/V DAVID C. DEVALL, another vessel
owned by the same company as the CHARLES ALFRED,
that sank two months earlier in the Houston Ship Channel,
was an old boat that cost the company or its insurers
$240,000 to salvage. The picture of the M/V CHARLES
ALFRED in Professional Mariner shows water flooded the
galley and main deck and submerged the engineroom. At
the time of the accident, the boat was 30 years old. We
speculate whether the vessel’s insurer ever asked about the
cause of the accident or simply paid the bill without question

[GCMA Comment: We ask Congress to impose effective
work-hour limits on all unlicensed towing vessel
personnel as part of the towing vessel inspection process.]
Since there was only one deckhand on board, in the
absence of any information provided by Coast Guard
investigators to the contrary, we might assume the following
about the towboat’s crew:
•The deckhand was off duty and asleep and did not notice
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and hiked the company’s premiums. We speculate as well
as to who paid the pollution cleanup charges. We note that
the Coast Guard launched a helicopter and sent out a small
boat crew. There is no need to speculate in the absence of
factual evidence that Uncle Sam paid those expenses.
There is a cause for every accident. It is clear that the
Coast Guard pays minimal attention to the cause of towing
vessel accidents whether they take lives or not. Over the
past 30 years, the Coast Guard could have prepared
Legislative Change Proposals to protect our mariners by
requiring adequate manning of all towing vessels in 24 hour
service. In this case, we have an example of a towboat
pushing two barges, one carrying cyclohexane in inland
waters with no lookout on duty to assist the watch officer.
At this late date, with new towing vessel inspection
regulations “in the works,” GCMA still has received no clear
statement from the Coast Guard that they intend to straighten
out the manning mess that they carefully skirted for the past
30 years. Even on inspected offshore supply vessels,
controversial manning decisions are settled between the
boat owner and the Coast Guard with no opportunity for the
mariners who man the vessels to offer meaningful input in
regard to crew size.

running lights on the barges while they were underway and
moving forward shortly before one o’clock in the morning.
The deckhand managed to use his handheld VHF radio to
notify the mate on watch that he fell between the two barges.
The mate stopped and backed the engines. The momentum
of the barges slowing down caused the barges to come
together. When the barges came together “due to lack of
momentum”, ¢ was crushed between them.
There were a total of four persons on board the vessel at
the time. The Master was off duty. The Mate called the
other deckhand to go outside and look for ¢ who was
missing. The Master was awakened, dressed, went out on
the loaded barges and saw a piece of material in the water
near the bow of the barges, pulled on it and, with the help of
other crewmembers, pulled ¢ ’s lifeless body on deck.
The accident report prepared by the Company’s Port
Captain, who was not on the boat at the time of the accident,
indicated that the accident occurred on a clear night with good
visibility with an air temperature of 35°F. However, the
Marlborough Police Department report stated that “The deck of
the barges were very slippery. The weather was clear around
10° (and) the incident appeared to be accidental.

[GCMA Comment: We invite Congress to address the
manning issue if the Coast Guard fails to do so. We
draw your attention to the GCMA Series R-370 reports
on manning issues on our internet website.]

[GCMA Comment. This report is a sorry example of the
“Data Collection” level of investigation.
Was the
temperature 10°F (i.e., far below freezing) or 35°F (i.e.,
above freezing)? The Coast Guard did not include any
local weather report to answer this question. Did ¢ slip
on ice on the deck or was the deck just wet? Was antiskid deck paint used on the barge or was any salt applied
in freezing weather? Why were the barges underway
before the running lights were in position and lighted?
Why was there enough slack left between the two loaded
barges for 216 lb. deckhand to fall between them? Why
was the deckhand allowed to go out on deck without
wearing his personal flotation device or an exposure suit
on a cold night? Why wasn’t the second deckhand out
on deck accompanying ¢ ? We believe the Coast Guard
officials approving this report should have asked and
resolved these basic questions before closing this report.]

The Coast Guard obviously never “connected the dots”
between these two accidents that affected two boats
belonging to the same company only two months apart that
killed one and injured two mariners. Even worse, GCMA
had to ask the Coast Guard to report to us the number of
towing vessel casualties in the past dozen years and waited
over six months for them to do so. To date, they never
“analyzed” these accidents to see why they happened. Just
blame it on “human factors,” in other words, blame the crew.
Mariners, as taxpayers, deserve better treatment than this
from our government officials.
________________________
CASE #6
DECKHAND CRUSHED BETWEEN TWO BARGES

COAST GUARD INVESTIGATORS
COVERED UP FAILURE TO REPORT
FORTY FOUR PERSONAL INJURIES

[Source: MISLE Acticity #2578015; Misle Case #274086;
Sector New York. GCMA File #M-624]
Executive Summary: “Received notification that a
crewmember of a towing vessel fell into the waterway
(Hudson River) between two barges. The vessel was
underway and the deckhand was placing running lights on
the barges when he slipped and fell between two of the
barges. The crew pulled the deckhand out of the water and
made notifications. Emergency Services arrived on the
scene with local law enforcement officers. The deckhand
was taken to the hospital where he was pronounced dead.
Other facts: The tow of the 1,200 HP tug MISS
YVETTE consisted of two-260 foot hopper barges made up
side by side. The 57 year old deckhand ¢ , with 20 years
experience in the industry, fell into the river while placing

[Source: GCMA Report #R-292, Rev 1. Files GCM-56 & 64]

The Gulf Coast Mariners Association assigns a very high
priority to our efforts to improve existing accident and
personal injury reporting requirements to more accurately
report and properly record the personal injuries that happen
to "lower-level" mariners on the job.
Coast Guard regulations at 46 CFR 4.05-10(a) state in part
that "The owner, agent, master, operator, or person in charge
shall, within five days, file a written report of any marine
casualty required to be reported under §4.05-1. Such
casualties include:
•Loss of life.
•Any injury that requires professional medical treatment
(i.e., treatment beyond first aid).
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•Any injury that leaves a person unfit to perform his or her

Although we mention other areas, our primary concern here
is to comment on the ineffectiveness of reporting a serious
personal injury to the Coast Guard and its devastating effect
upon our vulnerable injured merchant mariners.

duties.
[GCMA Comment: GCMA is dissatisfied with the
manner in which Coast Guard investigators handle many
of our formal complaints and protect the rights of large
numbers of injured mariners.]

Subpart 4.05 – Notice of Marine Casualty
And Voyage Records
Reporting maritime accidents and personal injuries is a
longstanding requirement. However, it seems that the Coast
Guard has a “non-reporting” problem. Like other statutory
and regulatory matters, the Coast Guard civilian and military
bureaucracy attempt to handle it routinely and without
exciting too much attention. With their government jobs at
stake, they would take seriously object if we said they do not
handle the matter effectively. We believe this is the case
although we resist the urge to use a broad brush to paint over
this problem.
Looking at the four major reporting areas covered by
Subpart 4.05 we find:
•Coast Guard investigators’ collection of personal injury
reports of merchant mariners is abominable and their
inattention to injured mariners is nothing less than
reprehensible. The Coast Guard gained our immediate
attention by casually dismissing non-submittal of 44
missing personal injury reports from a single offshore
employer between 1992 and 1999 as reported above.
During that period, each of the 44 injured ENSCO marine
employees filed a lawsuit against his employer in a
Louisiana court of record.
•Collection of vessel “immediate” vessel accident reports
as well as the required 5-day written reports is
substandard. We support our allegation by these figures
based on Coast Guard data. GCMA determined that
during the period from 1991 to 2004 there were 354 cases
where the Coast Guard did not receive an immediate notice
of a marine casualty. During the same period, there were
265 cases where they did not even receive a written
accident report within 5 days after a reportable accident
occurred. Regulations require a “written report” in
addition to the immediate notice of the casualty. The
regulation at 46 CFR §4.05-10(a) specifies that a written
report must be submitted on CG form 2692.
•Collection of information on alcohol abuse was so poorly
enforced by investigators that the Coast Guard
Authorization Act of 1998 required alcohol testing to take
place within two hours of a serious marine incident.
GCMA described the strict new post-accident alcohol
testing requirements in GCMA Report #R-315D, Changes
in Alcohol and Drug Testing effective June 20, 2006 we
placed on our internet website.
•The marine employer must reporting drug or alcohol use
by every individual directly involved in a marine casualty.
The same data shows that during the 1991 to 2004 period
the Coast Guard cited 24 employers for violating 46 CFR
§4.05-12(a-d), “failure of a marine employer to make
required determinations and reports concerning evidence
of alcohol or drug involvement.” Of these 24 cases, the
Coast Guard dismissed 18 cases with warnings and
without any civil penalty. In the remaining six cases, the
Coast Guard levied a total of only $3,200 in civil penalties
over a 13-year period.
The Coast Guard must receive approval from the Office of

GCMA attorney Mark Ross, Esq.(1), investigated parish and
county courthouse records in south Louisiana and Texas,
checked his findings with local Coast Guard marine safety
offices, and determined that one major offshore company had
failed to file forty-four (44) written reports of personal injury in
violation of Coast Guard regulations between 1992 and 1999.
Subsequent discussions with other Coast Guard officials
indicated that the number of violations for this one company
alone might approach 150 – including both mariners working
on their supply boats and oilfield workers on their drilling rigs.
[(1)Mark Ross, Esq., Phone 337-266-2345]
Other evidence gathered from a number of our members
while investigating other accidents indicates that these violations were not restricted to one errant employer. There are
indications are that other marine employers may have failed to
file reports of accidents and injuries. Coast Guard officials
repeatedly obstructed our attempts to probe this matter.
Although violations of the personal injury reporting
regulation are punishable by a civil penalty, the fact that the
Coast Guard failed to cite a patently abusive company for
these well-publicized and egregious violations undermined
any expectation of fairness by our mariners.
Our Association was appalled to discover that all attempts
to encourage cognizant Coast Guard officers to take
meaningful action on our findings, such as to impose civil
penalties on the offending employer, brought about no
results. Consequently, GCMA attorney Mark Ross followed
a different path and filed suit in Federal District Court under
the False Claims Act. Unfortunately, this case subsequently
was dismissed on a technicality.
[GCMA Comment: Our attorney reported lack of
concern and lack of cooperation from the Investigation
Department at MSO Morgan City, LA in 2000-2001.
However, GCMA experienced much improved
cooperation with that office since then.]
Failure to report instances of serious personal injury and
disability under the existing regulations seriously distorted
Coast Guard statistics maintained by the Coast Guard Office
of Investigations and Analysis to the point that they could
not accurately convey the dangers that our "lower-level"
mariners face on the job.
Seriously Deficient Accident Reporting
As an indirect result of an inquiry to the Coast Guard
Hearing Office in Arlington, VA, we received a computer
disk listing of 697 USCG Civil Penalty Violations of Marine
Casualty and Voyage Record violations of 46 CFR Subpart
4.05) from 1991 to 2004.
The information we received covered primarily
violations of one small subpart of Coast Guard regulations,
primarily 46 CFR Subpart 4.05, dealing with the reporting of
accidents, personal injuries, alcohol-and-drug abuse.
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Management and Budget every five years to require the
public to respond to this accident reporting paperwork
“burden.” The latest (2005) request (OMB #2115-0003)
places a clear emphasis on collecting information on alcohol
and drug abuse and very little emphasis in collecting
information about serious personal injuries. This is in spite of
the fact that 46 CFR §4.05-1 requires reporting of “medical
treatment beyond first aid rendering a crewmember unfit to
perform routine duties” as well as loss of life.

Coast Guard may never find out about a serious personal injury
if it is never reported.
[GCMA Comment: We urge Congress to expand 46 U.S.
Code §10603, Seaman’s duty to notify employer
regarding illness, disability, and injury to include all
mariners and to require a placard to be posted aboard
each inspected vessel including towing vessels and
require the Coast Guard to enforce existing reporting
regulations and civil penalties without exception.]

Two Types of Accident Reports
GCMA documented a number of serious cases where
mariners were seriously injured and the accidents were not
reported in a timely manner. We direct your attention to
GCMA Report #R-333, Rev. 3, Don’t Count on Corporate
Compassion or Coast Guard Concern: True Stories of Our
Lost, Injured and Cheated Mariners. Case #1 (Preston P.
Joseph), Case #3 (Capt. John LoCicero), and Case #4 are
directly on point.

Form CG-2692 covers everything from “death” to a
minor grounding. Its routine treatment of all accidents and
personal injuries and overwhelming assignment of relatively
minor civil penalties and haphazard enforcement have vastly
different meanings for an individual mariner who suffers an
agonizing or debilitating injury and a large corporation that
faces a “chump change” penalty for not filing a two-page
form they treat as nothing more than a nuisance.
COMDTINST 16200.3A, Civil Penalty Procedures and
Administration, Table 5a, recommends a penalty range of
$500 to $1,000 with a “Maximum Penalty Allowed” of
$1,000 for all violations of 46 CFR Subpart 4.05.
GCMA found the vast majority of these non-reporting
violations involved corporate entities rather than individuals.
Of the 354 cases where the Coast Guard did not receive
“immediate notification” of an accident, 45.6% received no
civil penalty. Of the 265 cases where no written accident report
was submitted within 5 days, 39.2% received no civil penalty.
The Coast Guard uses the basic two-page form, CG2692, titled “Report of Marine Accident, Injury, or Death” to
cover these types of accidents yet does not distinguish how
many of these accidents involve “personal injuries” and how
many cover “vessel damage” – two very different things.
This one form covers:
•Loss of life.
•Medical treatment beyond first aid rendering a
crewmember unfit to perform routine duties.
•Hazardous conditions aboard or caused by a vessel.
•Loss of main propulsion, steering or control reducing
vessel maneuverability.
•Occurrence affecting the vessel’s seaworthiness or
fitness for service including damage to fixed fire
extinguishing or lifesaving systems, generating or bilge
pumping.
•Intended or unintended groundings.
•Unintended striking a bridge.
•Property damage in excess of $25,000.

[GCMA Comment: To better protect our mariners’
health and welfare, GCMA urges Congress to require
marine employers to eliminate reporting personal injury
on USCG Form 2692 and replace it with comprehensive
personal injury reporting similar to existing OSHA Form
300, Log of Work related Injuries and Illnesses, OSHA
Form 300A, Summary of Work Related Injuries and
Illnesses, and OSHA Form 301, Illness and Injury
Incident Report.]
Example #1
Skewed Offshore Oil Industry Statistics.
On April 25, 2001, the Coast Guard supplied statistics to
the National Offshore Safety Advisory Committee
(NOSAC) purportedly covering 400 accidents involving
offshore supply vessels that took place between 1992 and
2000.(1) These statistics record 37 deaths and 144 injuries.
While "deaths" are harder to cover up, the 144 reported
injuries do not reflect the 44 injuries that Attorney Mark
Ross uncovered reflecting the injuries reported by a single
offshore employer (ENSCO). Each of these cases was
serious enough for the injured party to seek an attorney and
bring the case to court! Had these cases been included, they
would have reflected a significant percentage (e.g.,
approximately 18%) of the total reported offshore injuries.
[(1)File GCM-33]
Since ENSCO employs not only mariners but oilfield
workers on the outer continental shelf, the Coast Guard’s
lack of concern with monitoring reportable accidents is more
widespread than if it affected mariners alone.

Notification of Personal Injury
46 CFR 4.05-1(a) requires the “owner, agent, master,
operator, or person in charge to notify the nearest Marine Safety
Office, Marine Inspection Office, or Coast Guard Group
Office” of loss of life or injury described above. Unfortunately,
it does not authorize the injured party (if not one of the
previously named) to do this independently. GCMA petitioned
the Coast Guard in 2001 to expand the list to include the injured
person by allowing him/her to file his/her own accident report.
Our lengthy correspondence on this request appears in Docket
#USCG-2002-12580 devoted to this subject on the internet at
http://dms.dot.gov and resulted in a denial. Consequently, the

[GCMA Comment: Although the Coast Guard is
working to improve workplace protections on the outer
continental shelf in Docket #USCG-1998-3868, industry
tries to weaken the proposed new regulations and
thereby reduce the level of protection afforded our
mariners and other oilfield workers.]
Example #2: The Towing Industry
A Coast Guard internal report of towing vessel industry
personnel clearly shows that the Coast Guard does not have
a grasp on this important sector of the maritime industry that
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employs our "lower-level" mariners.
In this instance, the accuracy of Coast Guard's count of the
number of towing vessels remains in question as well as the
size of the work force manning those vessels. However, the
Coast Guard exposure data clearly shows that the towing
industry is a very dangerous place to work.
In a memorandum dated May 12, 1994,(1) a program
analyst in the Coast Guard's Inspection and Documentation
Division reported that the death rate (i.e., the number of
deaths per 100,000 workers per year) in the towing industry
was far higher than had been previously reported because the
number of workers in the industry was grossly exaggerated.
Instead of using the American Waterways Operators (AWO)
estimate of 130,000 to 140,000, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics estimated the work force in the towing sector as
being closer to only 37,300. This indicated a much more
serious fatality rate for the towing industry than previously
acknowledged. In this fiasco, it appeared that the Coast
Guard depended upon an industry trade group for the
statistics it blindly accepted and that they had no valid figure
that listed either the exact number of persons or towing
vessels in the industry. [(1)Review GCMA Report #R-351,
How Safe is the Towing Industry. It contains a reprint of the
Coast Guard document presented to the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee in November 1994.]
By pointing out these dangers to our "lower-level"
mariners who work on OSVs and on uninspected towing
vessels, we hope to encourage industry's employers to take
active steps to focus on improving safety in their operations.
Recognizing the hazards of the workplace, particularly on
unregulated and uninspected towing vessels,(1) we hoped our
report would encourage employers to provide adequate life
insurance coverage for their employees and thereby attract
and retain trained mariners. Unfortunately, this does not
appear to have happened in the five years after we issued the
report. In contrast to the lack of attention employers give
this issue, many union contracts provide such coverage.
Companies may avoid the cost of insuring their employees
performing dangerous work but quickly turn to corporate
lawyers to contest every claim a mariner makes for
compensation for an accidental injury or his estate makes if
the injury is fatal. [(1)The Coast Guard will not even tell
GCMA whether their proposed workplace regulatory
improvements for vessels working on the outer continental
shelf include uninspected towing vessels. Section 415 of the
Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 that
requires the Coast Guard to inspect towing vessels may
answer this question for us.
Proposed regulatory changes in Docket #USCG-19983868 will provide enhanced workplace safety for both
mariners and oilfield workers on the outer continental shelf.
Unfortunately, this rulemaking stalled in the regulatory
process for the last eight years allowing existing
substandard workplace safety conditions to continue.]
GCMA determined through its investigation that one of the
major problems of accident reporting lies within the internal
structure of a number of companies. While masters and persons
in charge often report accidents through company channels, and
even do so using Form CG-2692, some companies fail to
follow through and forward these reports to the Coast Guard as
they are required to. While companies usually report fatalities
and serious accidents, often the Coast Guard is never informed

of other less significant accidents and personal injuries also
required to be reported.
[GCMA Comment: The accident data the Coast Guard
uses does not present an accurate picture of how
dangerous working offshore really is. Consequently,
GCMA requested that the Coast Guard modify their
accident reporting procedures in a petition dated
September 7, 2001. The results were disappointing.]
Executive Secretary
Marine Safety Council (G-LRA 3406)
United States Coast Guard
2100 Second Street, SW
Washington, DC 20593-0001
SUBJECT: Petition to Initiate Rulemaking Action
Dear Sir or Madam,
The Gulf Coast Mariners Association, pursuant to 33 CFR
1.05-20(a), respectfully and formally requests that you
initiate rulemaking to expand the listing of persons that are
authorized or required to fill out accident reports by 46 CFR
4.05-10(a).
We specifically request that the injured party in addition
to the "The owner, agent, master, operator, or person in
charge" be authorized to submit a report of his/her injury as
long as it meets existing criteria in the regulation.
The criteria of 46 CFR §4.05-1(a)(6) is "An injury that
requires professional medical treatment (treatment beyond
first aid) and, if the person is engaged or employed aboard a
vessel in commercial service, that renders the individual
unfit to perform his or her routine duties." We suggest that
such a report be sent on form CG-2692 directly to the Coast
Guard and not through the mariner's employer.
We also request that a notice similar to that required by 46
CFR §28.165 but reflecting the proposed regulation be
required to be posted on every commercial vessel on which a
"lower-level" mariner works. In doing so, we specifically
direct your attention to the requirements of 46 U.S. Code
§10603 that are required to be posted aboard uninspected
fishing vessels.
We ask that you carefully review our attached GCMA
Report #R-292 as supporting information for this petition.
s/ Richard A. Block, Secretary, GCMA
Following three years of correspondence with Coast
Guard Headquarters, we received this reply from W.D.
Rabe, Chief, Investigations Division (G-MOA) dated July
16, 2004 that stated in part:
“The current regulation, specifically 46 CFR 4.05-1, does
not set limitations as to who may submit a report of marine
casualty. An injured party is not prohibited from making a
report to the Coast Guard. In fact, our Investigating Officers
often receive reports directly from mariners and conduct an
investigation based on their report.
“I have determined the appropriate action in this instance
is to release a policy letter to ensure that proper emphasis is
given to any casualty report submitted to the Coast Guard
regardless of source.”
[GCMA Comment: GCMA requested a simple and noncontroversial rewording of a regulation to encourage
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timely reporting of injuries by mariners.]

Safety Advisory Committee (NOSAC) at their meeting in
Washington on April 19, 2001. However, the Committee's
Executive Director, USCG Captain Peter Richardson (GMSO) prevented her from disclosing our Association's data
during the public portion of the meeting. This was a blatant
attempt on the part of Coast Guard to muzzle lower-level
mariners and to suppress information that reveals problems
that affect our mariners’ lives and livelihood.

On June 30, 2005, in response to a GCMA follow-up
request, we were told that the following passage would
appear in the Marine Safety Manual, Part A, Chapter 5
instead of a policy letter:
“All incidents reported to the Coast Guard, regardless of
source, will be investigated, however, the OCMI/COTP must
determine on a case by case basis what investigative actions
are appropriate for a specific case based on the likely value
to marine safety, available resources, and risks in a given
port. This policy does not limit or change OCMI/COTP
authority or responsibility to determine appropriate actions.
For example, a minor collision (damage of less than
$25,000) of a towboat and a moored casino vessel may
highlight significant safety concerns that would demand a
formal investigation, or the OCMI/COTP may decide to
conduct an informal investigation of three deaths from a
fishing vessel if the added cost and complexity of a formal
investigation would not bring appreciable benefit. In such
cases, the usual process of investigating, determining causal
factors, reporting, entering information in MISLE, and
recordkeeping must be followed.”

GCMA Filed Suit Against Ensco
For Failing to Report Accidents
[Source: GCMA Press Release, March 12, 2001.]
The Gulf Coast Mariners Association filed suit in federal
court against ENSCO Marine Company and ENSCO
Offshore Company, two large offshore supply vessel and
offshore drilling companies operating in the Gulf of Mexico.
The GCMA's complaint asserts that ENSCO violated federal
law by consistently failing to report accidents involving their
offshore employees to the U.S. Coast Guard. The lawsuit
was originally filed on August 30, 2000, but has remained
under seal until today in compliance with federal law.
The suit was brought under the False Claims Act, a federal
whistleblower statute, and was filed in U.S. District Court in
Lafayette, Louisiana. GCMA contends that federal law
requires ENSCO to report all employee accidents requiring a
doctor’s care. In particular, ENSCO must file an accident
report (known as a CG-2692) with the Coast Guard within
five days of any such accident. GCMA alleges that for
many years, ENSCO systematically failed to report such
employee accidents to the Coast Guard except in cases
involving fatalities.
GCMA's investigation of ENSCO's compliance with the
law followed requests under the Freedom of Information
Act, seeking copies of ENSCO's Form CG-2692 reports for
employee accidents that were the subject of other lawsuits
brought against the company. Out of 44 accidents resulting
in lawsuits in various federal and state courts, the U.S. Coast
Guard only had one CG-2692 on file for ENSCO.
"Our investigation shows that the U.S. Coast Guard's
marine safety data base, which the Coast Guard uses to track
accidents and make inspection decisions in the Gulf of
Mexico, is effectively rendered useless by ENSCO's refusal
to report all relevant accidents," said GCMA President
Penny Adams. "The safety aspects of offshore work are not
as rosy as the Coast Guard portrays them."
GCMA's complaint also alleges that ENSCO failed to
produce copies of the employee accident reports during the
discovery process in prior lawsuits. A court transcript
included with the GCMA's complaint shows than an ENSCO
attorney denied that any accident reports existed in
conjunction with a particular plaintiff's injury. GCMA
subsequently determined that the accident report did exist,
but that ENSCO had failed to provide the report to the
plaintiff's counsel or to the Coast Guard.
"Following that revelation, we asked the Coast Guard to
write to ENSCO and demand an explanation of why the
Company had failed to file accident reports," said Richard
Block, a GCMA board member. "Our members often ask us
to notify the Coast Guard about boat companies that break
the law."
Following the Coast Guard's inquiries, ENSCO's safety
manager responded that ENSCO accident reporting to the

[GCMA Comment: The Marine Safety Manual and
Policy Letters are obscure documents most mariners
never see.]
[GCMA Comment:
Most employers prevent any
mariners from completing accident report forms and
submitting them directly to the Coast Guard. GCMA
maintains that such practices obscure the real cause of
many accidents by preventing mariners from directly
reporting the true causes of accidents and injuries.]
GCMA notes that industry trade associations have taken
advantage of skewed accident statistics to the detriment of
our mariners. The American Waterways Operators' (AWO)
distorted work force estimate mentioned in Example 2
(above) skewed the estimate of the number of deaths per
100,000 persons so that the towing industry appeared to be
three to eight-times safer to work in than it really was in
comparison to other U.S. industries.
In another example, the former President of the Offshore
Marine Service Association (OMSA) fed this statement(1) to
the public record:
•"Only five injuries are identified in a seven-year period that
might have been prevented or diminished in severity by
proposed workplace safety and health requirements." OR
•"...that OMSA operators had far fewer lost time injuries than
any other sector of the U.S. marine transportation industry." OR
•"OMSA vessel operators have an exemplary injury safety
record that has been improving for the past seven years." [
(1)
Source: OMSA Letter dated 2/26/00 submitted to USCG
Docket #1998-3868 as item #38. This letter spearheaded
industry opposition to proposed new workplace safety
standards on OSVs for outer continental shelf activities.]
Coast Guard Officials Silenced Our Mariners
The past President of GCMA, Mrs. Penny Adams,
attempted to bring the matter that employers were not
reporting accidents to the attention of the National Offshore
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Coast Guard had "fallen through the cracks" during a change
in the ENSCO safety group in the preceding few months.
However, GCMA's lawsuit alleges that ENSCO's failure to
report reaches back much further and covers at least a fiveyear period between 1993 and 1998. "We doubt that these
reports had just fallen through the cracks for the five years,"
said Block, adding that "the failure to file these reports
suggests a broader undermining of federal safety
regulations."
The GCMA's lawsuit charges that ENSCO violated the
False Claims Act by providing the Coast Guard with a false
explanation of the company's failure to report accidents.
The GCMA's lawsuit is in the early stages of litigation and
no trial date has yet been scheduled. One of the Association's
first goals is to determine how many accident reports are
maintained in ENSCO's records but have never been filed with
the U.S. Coast Guard. "Proper reporting of accidents is a
critical component of the Coast Guard's safety strategy," said
Block. "When companies fail to file the proper reports,
mariners and regulators have no ability to assess safety
concerns at sea. Our suit is aimed at holding ENSCO accountable to this important standard. We will also assess the
compliance of other companies on these counts."
The GCMA's lawsuit seeks the proper filing of all
accident reports by ENSCO, modification of ENSCO's
reporting requirements, and imposition of civil penalties.
Federal law provides that ENSCO can be fined up to
$25,000 for each failure to report an accident. The False
Claims Act also provides for treble damages and additional
penalties of $5,000 to $10,000.
The GCMA is an association of mariners employed in the
Gulf region. The Association represents mariners on issues
important to their profession and advocates for mariners and
their families before the Coast Guard and other government
agencies.
A copy of the complaint is available upon request from
GCMA.

[GCMA Comment: COMDTINST 16200.3A, Table 5-A
gives the Civil Penalty ranges for “failure of a marine
employer to report a marine casualty in writing to the
OCMI as required by 46 CFR §4.05-10(a) as between
$500 and$1,000. This civil penalty for failing to report
an injury is considerably less than the criminal penalty
for filing a false report. A total of 44 separate incidents
were unreported.]
The Coast Guard Investigations Department at Marine
Safety Office in Morgan City was clearly out of its league in
attempting to deal with a major drilling contractor.
Consequently, they took the easy route out and indicated
clearly that enforcing “accident reporting” regulations
clearly was not high on their agenda. They issued ENSCO
the following OCMI Letter of Warning dated February 16,
2001 and swept the matter out the door:
“Based on the results of a Coast Guard investigation
concerning the non-reporting of injuries during the period of
1993 through 1998 that occurred on various ENSCO vessels,
the Coast Guard determined you were in violation of federal
regulation 46 CFR §4.05-1 & 5.
“This violation can result in a $25,000.00 penalty for
each incident. The Coast Guard has initiated casualty cases
for the unreported injuries; and noted that there were an
additional five reportable injuries but Coast Guard policy did
not require initiation of a casualty case. In consideration of
the nature of this violation, and it does not appear to be the
standard policy (since other injuries were reported by
ENSCO during the time period) I am issuing this Letter of
Warning to you rather than initiating civil penalty action.
However, I urge your cooperation in preventing future
occurrences of this kind.
“This matter will not be pursued further unless you wish
to contest this Letter of Warning….”
[GCMA Comment: Nobody in his right mind would
contest a toothless letter that gutlessly addressed to the
corporation rather than to any specific person wielding
authority at that company.]

The Coast Guard Cuts and Runs
Although the matter of the failure to report injuries never
went to court, GCMA pressed the issue because it affects
every single merchant mariner.
GCMA reported the matter to the U.S. Department of
Transportation Inspector General’s Office (OIG). However,
we had to submit a number of FOIA requests to obtain even
fragmented information as to whether the matter was even
investigated. A heavily blacked-out document from the OIG
office stated in part: “On April 23, 2001, DOT OIG
contacted ¢ and inquired into any civil penalties the USCG
might have filed against ENSCO. ¢ advised to (his/her)
knowledge the USCG imposed no civil remedial files on
ENSCO. ¢ advised since (he/she) began working with
ENSCO, they seem to be complying with USCG safety
requirements. In addition, ENSCO hired two new personnel,
a Safety Advisor, and a Case Management Coordinator to
help ensure that ENSCO complied with USCG
requirements.

Conclusion
[GCMA Comment: Our mariners effectively were stripped
of the ability to report their own personal injuries to Coast
Guard investigators and are left without a basic protection
that should be available to them.]
GCMA advises its mariners who are injured on the job to
immediately notify the Master of (and read this regulatory
wording carefully) “an injury that requires professional
medical treatment (treatment beyond first aid) and, if the
person is engaged or employed on board a vessel in
commercial service, that renders the individual unfit to
perform his or her routine duties…”
Even if it is just a cut, scrape, slip, trip, fall, strain or
other minor injury, ask the Master to make a logbook entry.
Ask him also to report it to the company and check to see
that he has done so. If you require more than first aid (i.e., a
trip to the doctor’s office or a medical clinic, or hospital) and
cannot perform your duties be sure that the company reports
it to the Coast Guard on CG-2692.

[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard could expect
ENSCO to work with them to avoid a Civil Penalty –
who wouldn’t. However, that was not the point!]
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work any combination of hours, as long as that person is
not on watch for more than 12 hours in any 24-hour
period.
“Not included in the 12-hour work period is standby
time, for example, when the vessel is underway, but not
moving or waiting to move through a lock or waiting for a
tow to be formed. Also not included in the 12-hour work
period is the operator’s commuting time to a vessel. No
regulation or requirement specifies the hours of rest a
licensed, uninspected towing vessel operator must have
before reporting on board to assume or relieve a watch.
“According to MMT,(1) the company complies with the
hours-of-service law limiting licensed wheelhouse
personnel (captain and pilot) to 12 hours of work in a
consecutive 24-hour period. The company does not limit a
captain’s or pilot’s pre-voyage commuting distance or
time. Inland towing companies normally provide the crew
with vehicles to use for their commute, but they do not
provide drivers.” [Vocabulary: MMT = Magnolia Marine
Transportation, owners of the M/V Robert Y. Love.]

Most employers prefer to take care of the paperwork at
the office rather than to allow the Master to fill out a form
and submit it directly to the Coast Guard. However, if you
doubt whether the Company reported your injury, ask for a
copy of the form they submitted to the Coast Guard.
However, if they won’t give you a copy or they never filled
one out for you, ask for a blank copy and mail it directly to
the Coast Guard. If the injury is serious, immediately
contact a maritime attorney of your choice, and discuss the
extent of your injuries with him/her and seek advice.
INVESTIGATORS DOWNPLAY RAMPANT
WORK-HOUR ABUSES

CASE #7
M/V Robert Y. Love Demolishes Interstate 40 Bridge
[Background: The National Transportation Safety Board
investigated the disaster at Webbers Falls, OK, in May 2002
where the barges in the tow of the M/V ROBERT Y. LOVE
brought down the Interstate 40 bridge taking 13 lives. The
Coast Guard also investigated the same accident but only
for the limited purpose of determining whether laws had
been broken. Our letter of January 1, 2005 to Mrs. Ellen
Engleman Conners, Chairman, National Transportation
Safety Board (below) expresses our disappointment with one
aspect of the NTSB report.]

We believe you are mistaken in your belief that: “No
regulation or requirement specifies the hours of rest a
licensed, uninspected towing vessel operator must have
before reporting on board to assume or relieve a watch.” 46
U.S. Code §8104(a) clearly states: “An owner, charterer,
managing operator, master, individual in charge, or other
person having authority may permit an officer to take charge
of a deck watch on a vessel when leaving or immediately
after leaving port only if the officer has been off duty for at
least 6 hours within the 12 hours immediately before the
time of leaving.” We are concerned that the Coast Guard
fails to enforce this statute effectively.

Dear Mrs. Conners,
The Gulf Coast Mariners Association is voluntary
membership organization deeply involved in and concerned
with the interests of thousands of “lower-level” mariners
who crew vessels under 1,600 gross register tons on rivers,
inland waters, coastwise and in the offshore oil industry.
Our concern includes the safety, health, and welfare of over
30,000 mariners employed in the towing industry.
Our representatives met on several occasions with your
Marine Department at your offices in Washington, and we
conveyed our concerns to them.
While your M/V ROBERT Y. LOVE report goes into
considerable detail on the history of bridge allisions
involving ships and barges, forgive us if we focus on the
interaction between the towboats, where our mariners
live and work, and the bridges they occasionally strike.
Since the American Waterways Operators (AWO)
conveniently blames “human factors” for most of these
accidents, this is our focus in this letter. We are
particularly upset with the following excerpt from your
accident report:

? Here is some “institutional history:” In 2000, GCMA
petitioned the Coast Guard to clarify the work-hour
conflicts based on 57 letters from our mariners that we
reported in our book titled Mariners Speak Out on
Violations of the 12-Hour Work Day. The Coast Guard
published G-MOC Policy Letter #04-00 on September
11, 2000 [Enclosure #1] and discussed it in detail at the
Towing Safety Advisory Committee meeting in
Memphis, TN, several days later. The Coast Guard
accident investigation of the M/V ROBERT Y. LOVE
accident correctly cites a work-hour violation by both the
Company and the Master of that vessel based upon GMOC Policy Letter #04-00. The Coast Guard currently
is addressing the company’s violation in civil penalty
proceedings. GCMA went out of its way to keep your
Marine Department fully informed on this important
subject. We are distressed that your report fails to reflect
this information.

[Page 37, “Factual Information,” Licensed Operators’
Hours of Service
“The hours of service or hours “on watch” per day for
the licensed towboat wheelhouse watch personnel (the
captain and the pilot) are specified at 46 U.S. Code
§8104(h), which states that “an individual licensed to
operate a towing vessel may not work for more than 12
hours in a consecutive 24-hour period except in an
emergency.” A licensed operator on a towing vessel can

? Crew change on the M/V ROBERT Y. LOVE took place
at Lock 13 near Van Buren, AR, at 1840 hours, and the
Captain took over the watch shortly thereafter at 1910.
(p.14). He had just completed driving a 368-mile leg of
a trip that exceeded one thousand miles for the purpose
of making crew change. Did he undertake this odyssey
on his own volition or was he paid to do this? While en
route, the Master may not have been “on watch” but he
was clearly performing “work” on behalf of the
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company. The Coast Guard defines “work” in paragraph
2.f of Coast Guard Policy Letter G-MOC #04-00 that
your report failed to consider. He assumed the watch at
Van Buren, AR, without the required rest. While this
may be a common practice, it is forbidden by law.

Code §8104(a) that requires an officer to take charge of a
deck watch when leaving or immediately after leaving
port only if that officer has been “off duty” for at least
six hours within the last 12 hours. The Coast Guard
knows that this type of significant safety violation
frequently occurs at many crew changes.]

[GCMA Comment: A high-ranking Coast Guard officer
at Headquarters has been sitting on documentary
evidence that the vessel Master was on the company
payroll while making the crew change from a vessel on
the Missouri River to the M/V Robert Y. Love on the
Arkansas River covering over 1,000 highway miles.]

Our mariners are concerned, in spite of the Safety
Board’s previous “Hours of Service” recommendations to
every DOT modal administration extending back to 1989,
that the NTSB M/V ROBERT Y. LOVE accident report
ignores the well-documented problem of work-hour abuse
that leads to crew fatigue. We note that “Reducing Human
Fatigue in Transportation Operations” was high on the
NTSB’s list of “Most Wanted” transportation safety
improvements until July 30, 2003 after you became
Chairman of the agency. We note that the Court of Appeals
has acted on truck-driver hours of service that have
implications for our mariners as well. [Enclosure #4].
According to a press release on that date, this topic (fatigue)
is no longer on the Safety Board’s “Most Wanted” list.
We express our concern about the constant abuse of the
statute that limits licensed towing vessel officers to 12-hours
work per day. We ask why the Safety Board gave Magnolia
Marine’s self-serving statement in the excerpt above the aura
of your approval in your report: “According to Magnolia
Marine, the company complies with the hours-of-service law
limiting licensed wheelhouse personnel (captain and pilot) to
12 hours of work in a consecutive 24-hour period.” Why did
you not cite the Coast Guard’s findings?
The Coast Guard, in its accident report, clearly does not
agree with them and currently seeks an “Administrative
Civil Penalty” for this violation. No matter the amount of
the civil penalty a Coast Guard hearing officer assigns them
– if he does – this action hardly rises to address the
magnitude of the problem of work-hour abuse that the Coast
Guard ineffectively monitors in the towing industry.

? The NTSB “Also (has) not included in the 12-hour work
period is the operator’s commuting time to a vessel.”
(p.36) We believe that you are in error on this important
point as well. Your opinion certainly does not square
with the Coast Guard accident report excerpt that we
furnish as [Enclosure #2]. The public should expect that
two Executive Branch agencies, the NTSB and the
USCG, to show more coordination in investigating the
same accident. Since the “scope” of the Coast Guard’s
activity in this investigation was to “…determine
whether there was any violation of law or regulation
associated with this casualty and prosecute enforcement
activities accordingly,” they are in a better position to
state whether the Master or Magnolia Marine violated
statute, regulation, or agency policy. However, when
two Executive Branch agencies cannot agree on
something as basic as “work-hours,” then Congress
needs to address the issue. We believe we are justified in
asking them to do so since interpreting the statute may be
in question.
[GCMA Comment: Since the American taxpayer had to
pay up to $30,000,000 to rebuild the damaged
infrastructure, we ask Congress to review the work-hour
violations that the Coast Guard mentioned in its report
and the NTSB down-played in its accident report.]

Up to July 2003 it appeared that the Safety Board took
the “hours of service” issue very seriously. Our Association
followed the History of work-hour abuse carefully over the
years and shared our information with your Marine
Department. We also shared the same information with
Congress and published it on the internet!
The Tulsa World(1) quoted Safety Board Member
Deborah A.P. Hersman as saying: “It’s almost amazing that
he could function” due to his lack of sleep. However, our
mariners understand exactly what the problem is because it
happens to them every day while Coast Guard investigators
simply turns their back on the matter. We regret that your
agency now appears to turn its back on the problem, too.
Although the time-line showing the Master’s hours of
service on p. 14 was impressive, we believe the following
simple statement reported in “The Oklahoman” on May 30,
2002 sums up the problem best. “The captain who piloted
the tugboat and barges that struck the Interstate 40 bridge
had slept for less than 10 hours during the 41½ hours
preceding the accident, a National Transportation Safety
Board investigator said Thursday.” By using any other
yardstick such as 72-hours or even 24-hours, you clearly
dilute the impact of this statement. [(1)Rod Walton, Tulsa
World, Sept. 1, 2004, p. A1]

In regard to “commuting time” (your term) to the boat,
our Association formally petitioned the Coast Guard on this
issue on April 18, 2002 even before the date of this accident.
Our petition was assigned Docket #USCG-2002-13694 on
October 11, 2002 and was farmed out to the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee (TSAC) as Task Statement #03-01 the
following Spring. [Enclosure #2A]. This “task statement”
reflects our mariners’ great concern with the ambiguous
term “neutral time” used in Policy Letter G-MOC-#04-00
and the confusion it causes as regards the issue of
“commuting time.” Since TSAC made little progress on this
issue over the past 20 months other than to simply question
towing companies on their internal policies, we requested,
based on Coast Guard findings in the M/V ROBERT Y.
LOVE accident, that the Coast Guard revise policy letter GMOC #04-00 to specifically clarify that travel time is “onduty” time. This information is contained in [Enclosure #3]
to which we have not yet received a reply.
[GCMA Comment: GCMA asserts that the phrase
“neutral time” in existing Coast Guard policy letter #GMOC-4-00 effectively defeats the requirements of 46 U.S.
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The Gulf Coast Mariners Association hereby files a
formal protest on the excerpt of the report we cited above
and respectfully requests that you change it in light of this
letter. We regret that we find your report unbalanced and
biased in that it accepts seemingly without question
information provided by the American Waterways
Operators, an industry trade group, without soliciting
information from the mariners who have years of hands-on
experience operating towing vessels.
We direct your attention to GCMA’s report on bridge
allisions [Enclosure #5] that presents the issues from the
mariners’ point of view. We note that the Safety Board
appears to derive comfort in relying only on the “corporate”
view. Also, from the mariner’s point of view are three
reports on one significant bridge allision that occurred in
Seattle [Enclosure #6] & [Enclosure #7] that the Coast
Guard investigated.
That accident exposed how a
company’s interpretation of the Responsible Carrier
Program led directly to work-hour abuse. This, in turn, led
to a AWO-USCG Quality Action Team report that had
critical flaws.
We further submit for the Safety Board’s consideration
[Enclosure #8] that recites the work-hour abuses attendant
to the “call watch” system in use on western rivers towboats.
We previously furnished this information to your Marine
Department and to members of Congress as well as to the
general public that accesses our website. We believe that the
Safety Board under your leadership will discredit itself by
continuing to ignore our mariner’s views.
Every licensed mariner must serve two masters – his
employer and the Coast Guard that licenses him to use the
public waterways. The American taxpayer, who paid the
most of the bill for the Webbers Falls accident, deserves to
read the whole story. This story is rampant with work-hour
abuse that only Ms. Hersman of the Safety Board
acknowledged. While we appreciate and recognize the
expertise of the medical doctors and professional engineers
you called upon to elucidate the details that virtually
exonerated the Master of the towboat, it is incredible that
your report completely missed the much larger issue of
reducing human fatigue in transportation operations
previously examined by the Safety Board. Your predecessor
understood that a much larger issue of work-hour abuse
lurked behind many problems blamed on seemingly
inscrutable “human factors.”
While our Association supports Crew Endurance
Management (CEMS) training, we do not believe it is a
magic bullet that can or will cure “work-hour” abuse.
Consider that our lower-level licensed mariners already
work an 84-hour workweek. Then consider that employers
abuse that 84-hour workweek. Now consider that AWO’s
Responsible Carrier Program suggests that even a 105-hour
workweek for unlicensed mariners is permissible. They also
abuse the 105-hour figure. Our mariners are fed up and are
leaving the industry in droves. The Safety Board needs to
consider that mariners (and other transport workers) live in
the twenty-first century and not the nineteenth century and
have homes, families and loved ones.
Our Association encourages CEMS training. However,
we understand that “work-hour abuse” is based upon
“greed” – both individual and corporate. Seeking to install
some mechanical device that seeks to obviate the presence of

a second mariner serving in the traditional role as “lookout”
glosses over the issue of safe manning. The Coast Guard
ignored this problem for years and continues to ignore it!
We offer the suggestion that the Coast Guard adopt adequate
manning standards when they finally promulgate the
regulations that will finally “inspect” the nation’s towing
vessels and not simply play dead when industry complains
about the cost. s/ Secretary, GCMA
The NTSB Reply
“Thank you for your letter dated January 1, 2005,
concerning Safety Board report NTSB/HAR-04/05, Towboat
ROBERT Y. LOVE Allision with Interstate 40 Highway
Bridge Near Webbers Falls, Oklahoma, May 26, 2002. In
your letter, you disagree with a statement made on page 36
of that report' and appear to raise two different points. Each
of these points is addressed separately below.
First, you state the Board is mistaken when it makes the
following statement:
“No regulation or requirement specifies the hours of rest a
licensed, uninspected towing vessel operator must have
before reporting on board to assume or relieve a watch.
[emphasis added] To support your contention, you cite 46
United States Code §8104(a), which states:”
An owner, charterer, managing operator, master,
individual in charge, or other person having authority may
permit an officer to take charge of a deck watch on a vessel
when leaving or immediately after leaving port only if the
officer has been off duty for at least 6 hours within the 12
hours immediately before the time of leaving. [emphasis
added]. The Board believes the quoted statement to be
factually correct. The regulation you cite specifies time offduty, but does not specify rest. A crewmember could be
engaged in any number of activities unrelated to his or her
employment (therefore being "off-duty") that would not be
considered "rest."
Second, you believe the Board erred by excluding the
Captain's travel to the vessel ("commuting time") from his
working "on-duty" time. You offer a number of documents
in support of this belief, including Coast Guard Policy Letter
G-MOC 04-00, Coast Guard investigation report MISLE
Case 156409, and others.
You believe the Board's exclusion of this time to be at
odds with the conclusions of Coast Guard investigation
report MISLE Case 156409. As a party to the investigation,
the Coast Guard was invited to comment on the factual
information developed by the Board and agreed with this
exclusion; the MISLE case to which you refer had not been
released and did not reflect the position of Coast Guard at
the time NTSB report NTSB/HAR-04/05 was adopted.
[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard accident report
was available and discussed at the September TSAC
meeting. Based upon those findings, we asked the Coast
Guard to change its policy letter’s mention of “neutral
time” – a convenient term it never defined. Although the
Coast Guard placed “neutral time” or “deadhead time”
on the TSAC agenda, the committee has yet to reach a
decision and the Coast Guard has taken no initiative to
curb the violations of 46 U.S. Code §8104(a).]
In your general discussion of fatigue, you note that
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fatigue is no longer on the Board's "Most Wanted" list. This
is incorrect; fatigue remains an item on the intermodal "Most
Wanted" list, and can be found on the Internet at:
http://www.ntsb.gov/Recs/mostwanted/
intermodal issues.htm.
The Safety Board continues to aggressively address the
issue of fatigue in all modes of transportation. Thank you
for your commitment to transportation safety.
s/ Ellen Engleman Conners, Chairman

test the vessels engines for leaks because they were not
operable once the boat was re-floated.
Conclusions: Failed to Identify Root Causes of Sinking
After inspecting the towboat after it was righted and after it
was placed on dry dock Coast Guard investigators were unable
to determine a precise cause for the vessel sinking. Coast
Guard investigators believe that a chain of events including one
or more of the contributing and possible contributing factors
lead to the sinking in the Bayou Sorrell Locks.
In their opinion there was probably a considerable
amount of water in the vessel’s bilge's before the incident.
Deckhands reported seeing water in the engineroom after the
boat started to list to port. Investigators were unable to
locate any breeches in the watertight envelope to account for
the water in the engine room (i.e. flooding).
As soon as the vessel started to roll to port all of the loose
gear (including washer, dryer and refrigerator) slid to the port
side changing the vessels center of gravity. This, combined
with the free surface effect of the water in the engineroom and
the fuel in the fuel tanks aided in rolling the vessel.

[GCMA Comment: Although we appreciate the NTSB’s
continued interest in the matter of fatigue, we believe
that greater attention to this subject can improve safety
for our mariners.]
CASE #8: INCOMPLETE INVESTIGATION
TOWBOAT “FAITH” CAPSIZES INSIDE
BAYOU SORREL LOCKS
[Source: Edited from USCG incident and investigation
activity #1837105 & 1881881. GCMA File #M-424.]

The Bayou Sorrel lock was closed for approximately 4
days at an estimated cost of $150,000 per day for marine
traffic. The waiting time at the Algiers locks increased from
approximately 3 to 4 hours to 18 to 20 hours as traffic was
diverted from the Morgan City – Port Allen alternate
waterway. The property damage estimate for the vessel was
estimated at $150,000.
The Coast Guard report does not comment further on the
partial amputation of the Captain’s arm, his pain, suffering,
and disability resulting from the accident. Since mariners
are not covered by Workmen’s Compensation, it will be up
to the towing company’s or its insurer (if any) either to settle
with the Captain or for the Captain to file a lawsuit and take
his chances in court. We can only hope that someone is
looking out for him!

Incident Brief
On July 5, 2003, the 65 foot, 1,400 hp, diesel-powered
uninspected towing vessel (UTV) FAITH was northbound on
the Intracoastal Waterway pushing ahead four loaded open
hopper barges. The operator of the UTV FAITH was Mr.
¦ ¦ ¦ .(1) [(1)Identified as Captain Eric Bennet of New Orleans
in the July 14, 2003 issue of the Waterways Journal.]

• It is possible that wheel wash from the UTV THERESA
B in the same lock directed against the port quarter of the
hull of the UTV FAITH and the force of the wheel wash
may have contributed to the vessel rolling towards its
port side.

• As soon as the vessel started to roll to port all of the
loose gear (including washer, dryer and refrigerator) slid
to the port side changing the vessels center of gravity."

No Provisions for Training Engineers
The Coast Guard has no regulations that govern the
training of “engineers” on the nation’s uninspected towing
vessels or even requiring a “designated engineer” (i.e.,
someone assigned solely to take care of the engineroom)
aboard a towing vessel. In fact, deckhands on many of the
nation’s 5,200 uninspected towing vessels are also assigned
“engineer” duties with questionable if any additional training
in how to take care of all of the equipment propulsion,
electrical, compressed air, and hydraulic-powered
equipment in the engineroom. [Refer to GCMA Report #R428]
In this accident, the timely operation of engineroom bilge
pumping equipment, the decision to flood a void space to
counteract the effect of a leaking rudder post instead of
repairing it, the apparent installation and use of a fuel tank
sluice valve were items that required the attention of a
person assigned to and trained in engineroom duties.

•• Once the towboat was righted and re-floated Coast
Guard Inspectors observed the shaft packing on the port
side of the vessel leaking. The leak was approximately
one-quarter inch in diameter. The shaft packing on the
starboard side had a slow drip.

• The valve between the port and starboard fuel tank was
in the open position. This would allow the fuel to flow
freely between the tanks. Once the vessel started to list
to port the fuel would flow to the port side changing the
vessel’s center of gravity. Coast Guard Inspectors noted
that after the towboat was righted that the throttle
controls were situated in a configuration that would show
that the vessel was turning to starboard at the time of the
incident. It is a possibility that the UTV FAITH became
pinched between the UTV THERESA B. and the lock
wall causing the vessel to roll to port.

[GCMA Comment: GCMA Report #R-401 explored the
status of “deckineers” and “unlicensed engineers” on
towing vessels today. GCMA Report #R-412 deals with
the death of a towboat engineer emphasizing long hours
and intolerable working conditions. GCMA Report #R-

•A leak in the one of the towboat’s diesel engines cooling
system could have caused the vessel to take on water.
Unfortunately, Coast Guard inspectors were not able to
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428 explores the safety and vocational training that
entry-level personnel require.]

CASE #9: M/V Harbor Master and Two Compressor
Barges Capsize in the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway

Stability Problems?
It is clear that this towing vessel had (and possibly still
has) a significant stability problem. If it still has a problem,
the mariners serving on that vessel today may still be at risk.
Coast Guard license examinations do not test towing vessel
officers on matters of ship stability. “Stability” is not
something that you can see – it is invisible! In addition, we
do not know whether the Chief Warrant Officer and enlisted
man assigned to the investigation had any background in
investigating stability-related accidents as this information is
not part of the report.
GCMA Report #R-276, Item #4 makes several
observations about stability: GCMA submitted this report to
Congress for its consideration in the future inspection of
towing vessels:
“Unlike inspected vessels, uninspected towing vessels
have no regulations that require stability testing and do not
have to meet rigorous stability requirements that other
vessels do. Some towing vessel owners added raised
pilothouses and made other major structural conversions
without having the vessel undergo a basic stability review by
a naval architect.(1) [(1)If the UTV FAITH was an inspected
vessel, the Coast Guard would have to approve any major
change made to the vessel and could order it to undergo a
stability test.]
“Unlike inspected vessels, the Coast Guard is not
required to and does not issue a stability letter, stability
booklet or other stability advice to most uninspected towing
vessel officers. Nor are towing vessel officers tested on
basic stability issues.”
GCMA Report #R-276, Item #15 makes these further
observations about stability on towing vessels:
“On an uninspected towing vessel, a crane (or an
elevated pilothouse) may be installed or operated without
calculating or even understanding the effects of its use on
vessel stability. There is no assurance that a suitably trained
person will be used as a crane operator. Coast Guard license
examinations(1) do not test towing vessel officers on basic
ship stability topics. This leads to situations where licensed
officers may not recognize signs of instability on the towing
vessel and, thereby place the crew at risk. In addition, they
may not recognize or question the instability of a tow they
are required to move.”(2) [(1)Refer to 46 CFR 10.910-2,
columns 10, 11, 12. (2)An example of this type of accident
was the capsizing of the UTV HARBOR MASTER (below).]

[Source: USCG Incident Report, MISLE Activity #75452,
USCG MSO Morgan City, LA.]
“On August 22, 2001, the M/V HARBOR MASTER was
pushing two compressor barges SUARD 203 and SUARD
204. The HARBOR MASTER was transiting westbound at
mile 23 on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW) when
the (barges) began listing to port. At the time, the master of
the HARBOR MASTER steered toward the south bank in an
effort to intentionally ground the barges and prevent further
capsizing and sinking. The master was able to ground the
barges, but (both barges) capsized to port and caused the
HARBOR MASTER to take on water and sink, resulting in
the total loss of the (vessel). In addition, 300-400 gallons of
oil were spilled. Fortunately, there were no injuries.
“The HARBOR MASTER and (barges) SUARD 203 and
204 were salvaged on September 5, 2001 – estimated
damage of $450,000. Drug testing was conducted, but the
results were unknown…. The HARBOR MASTER was
recently renamed the M/V TLC KNIGHT.”
A suit subsequently filed in Federal District Court
alleged that the capsizing “…(was) not caused or occasioned
by any fault, neglect or lack of due diligence on the part of
(the towing company) or by the unseaworthiness of the M/V
HARBOR MASTER, but were in fact caused or occasioned
by the unseaworthiness of the compressor barges…which
lacked the requisite stability to withstand towage under
normal conditions in inland waters.”
[GCMA Comment: An understanding of basic stability
principles is no less important for all licensed officers on
towing vessels than on other vessels so that they will be
alert to the wide variety of stability-related situations
they may encounter in their work. The accident report
makes no mention of training in stability.]
INVESTIGATIONS OF ILLEGAL DRUG USE
The use of illegal non-prescription drugs is a serious
problem that consumes a large amount of the Coast Guard’s
investigative resources.
From the founding of our Association in 1999, our Directors
took a strong leadership position against illegal drug use on
tugs, towboats, and offshore supply vessels. In doing so, we
assumed we would have the cooperation and support of Coast
Guard investigators throughout the Eighth District.

[GCMA Comment: GCMA is concerned that the Coast
Guard investigators never required the owner of the
UTV FAITH to perform a stability test on the vessel
before it left the shipyard after they were unable to make
a positive determination as to why the vessel sank.]

Access to Drug Testing Regulations
GCMA identified a problem early in our review of drug
testing problems our mariners encountered. We determined
that most mariners do not have ready access to the detailed
drug testing regulations that appear in 49 CFR Part 40
because copies of these regulations promulgated by the U.S.
Department of Transportation are not usually available
aboard the vessels our mariners work on. Without ready
access to those regulations, mariners are unable to draw a
clear picture of the purpose, requirements, and goals of the

Of course, there are no existing regulations that require a
towing vessel to pass a stability test – and that is the rub.
This points to another instance of where our mariners are not
adequately protected by current Coast Guard regulations!
That’s why GCMA asked Congress to help.
_________________________________
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increasingly sophisticated drug-testing program.
While there is somewhat greater access to the Coast Guard
regulations in 46 CFR Part 16, these regulations do not tell the
whole story a participant in a drug-testing program (i.e., every
mariner) needs to know. In order to explain these regulations to
our mariners and as a public service, GCMA prepared the
following reports and posted them on the internet. We invite
you to visit them on our website:
•R-315, Revision 1. May 2002. Drug Testing: Urine
Specimen Collection.
•R-315A. Dec. 2004, Drug Testing Regulations: The
Role of the Medical Review Officer (MRO)
•R-315B. Dec. 2004. Drug Testing: Refusal to Test.
•R-315D. Dec. 2005. Changes in Alcohol and Drug
Testing Effective June 20, 2006.

attention the following week in a visit to Washington.
Congressman Melancon put GCMA in touch with high-level
representatives of the Drug Enforcement Administration
who, in turn contacted senior Coast Guard officers in New
Orleans.
Several weeks later, a GCMA mariner confirmed a
rumor that there had been 17 “drug busts” on the river after
talking with a local Coast Guard unit. GCMA later sought
confirmation of this several weeks later but was told the
matter was “under investigation.” That was the last
information GCMA received. On July 13, 2006 GCMA
submitted a formal request under the Freedom of
Information Act to two local Coast Guard Marine Safety
Units in a final attempt to verify the rumor and learn of the
disposition of these cases since the matter should have been
resolved by this time.
Assisting the Coast Guard should be a two-way street.
However, we note that this is not always the case.

“Dirty” Employers
In January 2002 we informed local Coast Guard
investigators, Coast Guard Headquarters (G-MOA), and Dr.
Walter Vogl of the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services in Rockville, MD, that some marine companies in
south Louisiana were using non-SAMSHA certified
laboratories to conduct pre-screening drug tests on mariners
and were then abusing the results of pre-screening to allow
known drug abusers to continue to operate or serve on their
vessels without reporting drug use to the Coast Guard. All
concerned government officials told us that the practice of
pre-screening was illegal and violated federal drug testing
regulations. In addition to examples of “pre-screening,” we
fielded many reports of company executives warning
mariners of supposedly “random” drug testing in advance of
that testing, thereby defeating the purpose of the drug testing
program although assuring that their vessels were manned
and could continue in operation.

INVESTIGATORS GIVE EMPLOYERS A “SLAP ON
THE WRIST” FOR MANNING VIOLATIONS
Working GCMA mariners are an excellent source of
information about the things that are really happening on our
waterways. Based on an alarming complaint from several
mariners on the scene, GCMA reported to the Coast Guard
Marine Safety Office in Morgan City, LA, that a large
offshore tug was about to leave Port Fourchon to make a rig
move without a full crew. The vessel reportedly was short
one Able Seaman and a second seaman had no z-card as is
required to work on a towing vessel offshore. The matter
was of concern because the vessel had a malfunctioning
steering pump. There was a reasonable potential for the
second steering pump to fail without proper service.
As time passed, other manning shortcomings were
reported by other vessels owned by the same company
talking back and forth on the radio.
As a result of this spontaneous radio traffic, GCMA
suggested that an investigator familiar with licensing and
manning regulations look into the company’s personnel
records to determine how great the shortcomings were.
As interest in this case peaked among our mariners,
similar stories from other companies came to light. The
Coast Guard did visit the company in question and set up
“appointments” for a total of thirty-five (35) crewmembers
who apparently did not have the necessary credentials to
permit them to serve on uninspected towing vessels in
oceans and coastwise service.
The towing company in question was in business for
many years and is one of the larger towing operators in the
area. It has lots of political clout and is a member of the
Offshore Marine Service Association.
It is indicative of the superficial contact between Coast
Guard and the management of major towing and offshore
vessel operating companies that a situation like this would
be allowed to develop on vessels right under the nose of the
Coast Guard in the nation’s largest oil port, Port Fourchon.
While Port Fourchon is 100 miles from the nearest Marine
Safety Office, distance is a feeble excuse for not paying
closer attention to the credentials and citizenship of the
mariners the Coast Guard is supposed to superintend.

Protecting Mariners
In order to stay abreast of drug enforcement policies and
enforcement, GCMA Directors attended Suspension and
Revocation hearings before Administrative Law Judges to
ensure that lower-level mariners receive fair treatment – that
is not always the case. On occasion, where we disagreed
with enforcement practices, we reported on some of the
cases in GCMA Report #R-315C, Mariner Drug Cases, on
our internet website. The remainder of our GCMA Reports
in the #R-315 series are positive attempts to inform mariners
of existing drug and alcohol testing regulations.
Lack of Cooperation by Investigators
In mid-February 2005, drug dealers working aboard fleet
boats servicing barge fleets on the Lower Mississippi River
above New Orleans attempted to make contraband sales to
crewmembers on several linehaul towboats.
The licensed officers and crews on both boats wanted
nothing to do with illicit drugs and immediately contacted
local Coast Guard units There was no apparent reaction
from the local Coast Guard offices, therefore the officers
contacted local offices of two United States Senators and
two U.S. Representatives, the St. John Parish Sheriff’ as well
as the GCMA office.
GCMA Directors made appointments with U.S.
Representative Charles Melancon and U.S. Senator Mary
Landrieu and brought the matter of drug use to their
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After making the initial report and several follow-up
reports, it was incomprehensible that the Coast Guard, even
after reviewing its personnel records, never penalized the
towing company for sending its vessels to sea without the
very minimal crew compliment specified by 46 CFR Part 15.
The investigating officer rebuffed all future attempts to
determine whether the thirty-five crewmembers were
eligible for credentials, whether they attended school or
finally secured their credentials. For all we know, the Coast
Guard never followed-up the situation.
On the other hand, when an experienced mariner with a
100-ton license was caught operating a 108-ton vessel, he
found himself in a heap of trouble with the Coast Guard in a
nanosecond – so much trouble that he no longer works in the
towing industry!

violations. GCMA thoroughly documented our allegations
with photographs. An experienced river pilot pointed out a
serious danger existed in that this small vessel in its work of
handling barges many times its size could be caught
broadside to the current in a situation where a massive
volume water could enter through the door openings and
flood the engineroom.
In a letter dated August 1, 2001, Admiral Paul Pluta,
Assistant Commandant for Marine Safety and
Environmental Protection, wrote glowingly of “collaborative
safety efforts” including the Cooperative Towing Vessel
Examination Program (CTVEP) – that the Coast Guard
never funded(1) – and the Responsible Carrier Program
(RCP). He referred the matter to the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee.
GCMA presented its findings
including a power-point slide program to the advisory
committee but realized that it was powerless to take any
action. Unfortunately, the Coast Guard has used this
approach on several occasions to silence criticism by
sidetracking it.
[(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-212,
Commercial Towing Vessel Safety, A Sleeping Tiger or a
Toothless Tiger? and GCMA Report #R-282, The National
Association of Maritime Educators’ CTVEP Inquiry.]
Two Coast Guard Marine Safety Offices, first by Port
Arthur and later by Morgan City, boarded the KEL-KAT.
Neither office claimed to have the authority to correct the
patently unsafe condition of operating with no engineroom
doors. Comparable unsafe operating conditions inevitably
lead to preventable fatalities in the towing industry and are
precisely the reason why uninspected towing vessels need
specific prescriptive regulations that Coast Guard officers
can cite.
Voluntary programs, no matter how well
intentioned or constructed, are no substitute for enforceable
regulations.

THE TOWING INDUSTRY POSES
AN IMMEDIATE PROBLEM
Congress ordered the Coast Guard to promulgate the first
set of comprehensive inspection regulations for small
passenger vessels in 1958 followed by regulations for
offshore supply vessels in 1980, fishing industry vessels in
1989, and towing vessels in 2004.
The towing industry operates alongside the small
passenger vessel industry, the offshore oil industry, and the
fishing industry and competes for the same groups of
mariners. Of these industries, the towing industry competes
with the fishing industry as being the most dangerous. In
fact, an internal Coast Guard document(1) first made public
in 1994 shows the towing industry is even more dangerous
than commercial fishing. [(1)A reprint of this document
appears in GCMA Report #R-351, How Safe Is The Towing
Industry?]
The public outcry against towing accidents such as the
bridge allisions at Bayou Canot, Alabama, Webbers Falls,
Oklahoma, Queen Isabella Causeway, Texas and pollution
of the Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and Puerto Rican
coastlines led to Congressional action. Equally important,
however, is the need to protect the mariners who serve in the
towing industry from exploitation and abuse by their
employers.
Mariners in the towing industry protested their working
conditions for many years. The Coast Guard not only was
unresponsive to complaints about abuse of the 12-hour rule
that GCMA documented in 2000 in its book Mariners Speak
Out on Violations of the 12-Hour Workday but also
effectively stifled the complaints and shunted them to an
“advisory committee” for action.

LOWER-LEVEL PERSONNEL SHORTAGES
PLAGUE THE INDUSTRY
Although some in the marine industry still deny there is a
personnel shortage, a serious shortage is at hand. However,
jobs for lower-level mariners are incorrectly labeled as “jobs
no Americans will perform.” In fact, in the past, these were
many very desirable jobs. It is only reasonable to ask,
“What happened?”
These jobs are desirable when there are enough people
assigned to a vessel to perform the job safely and maintain
the boat properly. Competition between companies cut too
many corners. Congress must apply work-hour regulations
uniformly to apply to all vessels in all trades and must
ensure that the Coast Guard adequately enforces those
regulations. They have NOT done so in the past and they do
not do so today! Investigators do not investigate mariner
complaints adequately!
The Coast Guard is a significant part of the problem by
covering up work-hour abuse and failing to keep Congress
properly informed of all the issues. While Coast Guard
scientists do a good job of studying “Crew Endurance,”
others in the Coast Guard publicized a very different
message. Our mariners do not buy it!
Over the years, industry persuaded the Coast Guard that
anybody could become a deckhand or engineer on a small

CASE #10 – THE M/V KEL-KAT
Investigators often tell mariners who report abuses and
unsafe conditions to the Coast Guard that they are powerless
to do anything to mitigate the situation because they are
unable to cite a specific law or regulation that is broken.
For example, in 2001 GCMA Directors reported to the
Marine Safety Office in Morgan City, LA, that the inland
towboat M/V KEL-KAT was operating without any
engineroom doors among a number of other safety
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commercial vessel. There are no enforceable entry-level
training requirements for any vessels under 100 gross
register tons – and some very substantial and powerful
vessels in that tonnage range. Yet, there are only minimal
training requirements for vessels between 100 and 1,600
tons. These requirements seem to shrink as the competition
for crewmembers grows. There is no enforceable training or
other requirements to serve in unlicensed positions on
vessels on inland waters. These “heartland” issues now rise
to the immediate forefront because of homeland security
considerations that bury even deeper-seated labor issues.
Competition within the industry for the past 15 years has
been at the expense of our mariners and potential mariners
and has turned into a race to the bottom. To reach the
bottom, more and more companies count on importing
foreign labor to work longer hours for even less money and
fewer benefits. However, in doing so, they will encounter
immigration and homeland security issues.
Whether lower-level mariners can be attracted to remain
in or return to the marine industry has reached a crossroads.
Some companies report annual turnover of personnel
exceeding 50%. Unless the Coast Guard regulates the
towing industry effectively, it faces imminent collapse.
The existing labor force is aging, with many mariners
nearing retirement. Others overworked over the years and
with their health broken, face losing their jobs because of
tough new medical standards the Coast Guard is enforcing.
The incredibly inept merchant mariner personnel system
the Coast Guard mismanaged for years shortchanges every
mariner with a credential. Congress should remove it from
Coast Guard control before it causes even more defections
by disillusioned and disgusted mariners.
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